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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Reference·s. to stress, have· become. ubiquitous. in modern 

society. Stress is a pervasive element of the human 

condition· ahd an 1ncreasing concern· t·o people· living in a . 

complex society with ever--changing· lifestyles ( Selye, 1980). 

An expanding_body of r~search suggests a ~elationsh~p 

between stress and physical ·illness, ~erital and emoiional 

_disorders, and social dysfunction .(Feuerstein, Labbe, & 

Kuczmierczyk, · 1986; Spi.e1berger_ &. saxason., 1986; .Cohe_n &. 

Lazarus, 1979; Korn & ·Johnsori, 1983;_ Gordon, Jaffee, & 

Bresler, 1984; Pelletie~, 1977;:Eve~ly &-Ros~nfeld, 1981). 

Much of the. research on -stre-ss tQ date. _has focused_ on major 

life stress events TDohrenwend-_ & Dohrenwend, 1974; -~illings 

& Moos 1981.; Holmes· & ·.R-ake, 1-9·6-T; Moo-s -&·Schaefer, 1986). 
• • • ' ·, 4 • ~ • 

Research by Lazarus and. others indicat:e that daily "hassles" 

are more closely linked to·,_- and--_may· have a greater effect 

on, physiol-ogical and psych_o':).:~gical components of health 
- - ' 

than do ·maj'or·,. life .events (Lazar·us, 1_978 ~- .-1977-) ... ' · 

With the increas-ing conC~!"n· re~g-~·rding;·.stress-r.elated __ 

problems, members of the. t~al th care· profe-ssi_on·s_ a~e 

focusing greater attention on the dynamics- of stre~~ and the 

~aintenance of health. Pelletier (1~77, 1978) asserts that 

50 percent to 70 percent of_all dur disea~es are stress 

1 
. : /' 
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relat~d. S.taying:_ healthy in: the face of .s-tressful e~ents· is 

generally seen as an:indication .~f adjustment and even 

optimal behavior (Kobasa, 1982). Considering the increasing 

complexity of our society, it is unlikely that an individual 

could go. through· life .. withou.t ·encounte-ring· mult·iple lite· 

stressors a·t any given· time. 

Me,t·hods.: of. coping with stress have· recei:ve.d:: a great 

deal of-attention in· both profess-ional :and. popu1ar 

literature. There are many-systems of stress management 

which include a variety· of interventions.· A common 

technique generally addressed in the lite·rature is I 

relaxation._ Individuals possess an opposite·, alternative. 

res·ponse to· stress -. the relaxation ·response - that · 

counteracts the effects o.f str~ss (Benson,. 1976). Some 

techniques.thatelicit the relaxation response .incl\lde: 
.-. .. . . : 

·progressive muscle relaxation·, ~clinically standardized 

relaxation technique·, meditation procedures, hypnosis, yoga, 

biofeedback, and guided imagery. These techniques have 

evolved from a diverse set of theoretical ·;rameworks, 

ran9ing from. ai)cient _p:rincip~es of · .. E~s~ern. pp-ilosophy to 
- - ' ; '. ' : . ,. -." . '. ~, . ~ ' -

more· recent learning.- p:tincip1es. ·t_lia't ·f~·rin ·_the.: fo:undat·ion of 

behavioral psychotherapy ( F$_-q:·~r~!:.~in, Labbe, Kuczmierczyk, 

1986). 

'.The ·be~.efit·s of the re.la.Xation respons~. ar;e .·well . 

documented in the literature .• : ... Research f.ails to reveal 
·:... . 

whether-one particular t~chniqu:e·is more efficacious in 

reducing st:r:ess than· anqther. 



State~ent of the· Problem· · 

Current stress management models support the use of 
. . 

relaxation as an intervention for·:str~ss redu6tiori. : 

_Relaxation training is perhaps one of the_ most corruno'nly used 

techniq1..1es . in clinical ~work wi.th patients experi_en:cing 

stress-related health problems· (Feuerstein,. Labbe, & 

Kuczmi:erczyk, 19.8.6). Two relaxation techniques, purpor-ted. 

t·o be: ef:fec-tive.· stress r:eduction ·methods-, are- progressive, 

-muscle relaxation and relaxation through the use of :guid~d 

imagery. Most of the ~tress management literature supports 

the use of progressive muscle relaxation for reducing 

stress (Burchfield, 1985; ~verly & ~osenfeld, 1981; 

Hambe~ger · & Lohr, 1984; Cohen & Lazarus, 1·979 )'. An 

increasing number of researchers are supporting the benefits 

of guided imagery·f~r healing as well as stress .redtiction. 

( G·ordon & Jaffe, 1984; Jaff'ee &. Bresler, 1980; Kern; & 

Johnson, 1983; Donovan, ·1980). Much of the literat~re lists 

multiple relaxation techniques without qualification, 

apparently leaving the choice to the discretion of the 

health practitioner. Clinical studies to determin~ the 

comparative , effectiveness .. of· progressive. muscle relaxation 

and guided-imagery on the reduction of stress are limited in· 

the current literature .. 

Purpose ·o.f ·the S.tudy._ ·:.: --

The purpose of this. study i_s to compare the 

e.ffectiveness of two relaxati,o_n:: techniques·, progressive. 
'-

muscle relaxation. and ·gu~ded im-agery, on the reduction of 
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s_tr.ess -. A s_econdary purpose· of the study is .to examine- the 

relationship between the reported frequency of use of the 

relaxation technique and the.change in stress levels. 
. ' . 

Significance of the Study_ 

The mu1tifac·e·-.ted impac~ of stress· on soci_ety .is, of-

paramount concern to heal'th profe_ssionals and lay people . 

· .-alike:... A. var ie.ty of~ stres·s_ man-agement me·thods· are- presented 

in the·· literature,c as- ·effect·ive--- interventions for ·.stress· 

reduction. Stress researchers agree. on the need for some 

sort of relaxation--technique to assist individuals iri coping 

with stress~ Though _various techniques are listed, none is 

purported as being more effective than anotheri nor ·is there 

adequate research' that evaluate the comparative 

effectiveness of specific relaxation techniques. This 

study, therefore, can potentially· contribute to t·he body of 

stress-relaxa_tion ·knowledge by comparing the effectiveness 

of a physical coping intervention (progressive muscle 

r~~axation) with a cognitiVe c6ping intervention (guided 

imagery). Relaxation i~.recognized as a necessary component 

for stress reduction. An examination of the difference in-
·. 

overal.l effectiveness·-_ betwe.eri. treatment modalities would 'Qe 

help-ful in·· the treatment· proce?s .. 

Hypothesis~-

The following hypotheses were proposed: 

1. The use of guided imagery for relaxation is more 

effective than progressive muscle relaxation in the': 

r~duction of stress. 
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2. There is a positive 6orrelation between frequency 

of use of progres-sive muscle relaxation and stress reduction. 

3. There is a positive correlation between frequency 

of ·use of a guioed .imagery relaxation technique and stress 

reduction. 

Assumptions 

1. Significant stressors may affect an,individual's 

physical, behavioral, and cognitive functioning. 

2o The use of a relaxation technique can be effective 

in reducing stress. 

3. Individual stress responses can be measured. 

4. The stress level in the majority of subjects was 

sufficiently high enough for them to benefit from the 

relaxation technique. 

5. The subjects responded in an honest manner to the 

conditions of the study, record. keeping procedure, and test 

instrument. 

Operational Definitions 

For the purpose of this study, the following terms are 

operationally defined: 

1. Stressor: Any stimulus which evokes a relatively 

stereotypic set of responses, the stress response, thus 

requiring some form of adaptation or adjustment. 

2. Stress: A complex set of responses to a stimulus, 

or stressor, that is a function of the relationship between 

the person and environment. Stress is manifest on a 
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physiological,-_ cogn~_tiv~j and~-.· b~hav.i'oral· level in an· at~empt · 

to cope with a perceived threat_. 

3.~. Strain: Prolonged exposure to a stressor beyond 

the.· individua_l' s ability to initiate effective,_ coping 
' . -

strat·egies; a ·continua-tion. of .. the stress-'. re:sponse with an 

individual fai-ling to mee_t _ the demand. 

4. c·oping: Efforts,_. both action-oriented~ and 

intrapsychic to manage environmental and .interna-l ·demands; 

which tax or exceed a person's resources (Cobert & Lazarus 

1 9 7 9 , p • 219 ) .. 

5 .. Relaxation: The physiological state in whi,eh one 

is f'r.ee from physical and nervous tension (Jacobsen,: 1978). 

6. Progressive muscle relaxat·ion: The successive 

tensing and relaxing of various muscle groups throughout the 

entire body in a: systematic fashion. 

7. Imagery: Thihking in pictures (Shorr, 1976); a 

cognitive function which uses the memory stores ·related to -

the five senses to stimulate internal representations of 
' ' . 

external events or details. 

8. Guided imagery: The process of mentally arid 

conscious.ly ·altering. body f.unction by the, internal 

representations of events that involve the senses, thereby 

forming. a bridge between .mind and body· (Achterberg & Lawlis, 

1980 ) . ." The term "guided" in guided imagery refers to the 

use of an individual, usualiy using a script, to_ direct .the 

imagery process of another. 
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9. Visualization.: The: process; of. making visual images 

in the mind. 
. . . -

Limitations 
- ' . -

Limitatipns ·that ne~d to· ... b~ .c'o~sidere.d ·:within the. 

-context of·. this .s.tudy includec: 

1. The subject populatibn was P+edominantly female 

and 1 .. the-ref_or,e, is n·ot: rep-~:eseritativ:e .. of· g.ender· ra~io ·found 

in the gene'ra-1·,· p.o.pul_a tion. ..·...,_ 

2. Subjects ·who hav·e :previous exper·i~nce with some 

form of relaxation technique may have resp-onded differently 

than subjects with no· previous experienc-e.· 

3. The knowledge of being indluded in.~ study may have 

been sufficient to cause people to change their beha~ior, 

th~reby obscuring the effect. of .the variable of interest· 

· (Hawthorne effect) . 

4. ,Yolunteers were used in the. selection of subject's 

.for the study. 

Summary 

The need for relaxation therapy within the context· of 

stress management is widely acknowledged in the literature .... · 

Many. different techniques- are.: supported~ as effective" in the 

reduction of stress. The ·comparative effectiveness .of 

relaxation t-echniques, commonly used-. in clinical· practice, 
. - ' l 

is not adequately addressed in the research _literat~re. 

Progressive muscle relaxation and guided.imagery were 
. I 

identified as two commonly used and pote.ritially effective 

relaxation techniques in stress- reduction .. ·The hypothesis 
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was stated and terms operationally de'fined. The potential 

limitations of the study were addressed.- .In Chapter 2, the 

review of the literature relevant to the problem will be 

presented. 



-~HAPTER 2 

Review of the Literature 

Stress 

Researchers developing the concept of stress have made 

significant contributions to· an understanding of the nature 

and causes of disease. Basic assumptions about stress have 

been applied to biological, psychological, and social 

behavior. 

Selye (1976) was the first to apply the term stress 

scientifically to medicine, _developing a biochemical ·model 

of stress that focused on anaiys~s of stress at the. 

physiological-and biochemical levels of functioning. He 

defines. stress as· "the state'manifested. by a -specific 

syndrome which consists.of all the nonspecifically induced 

changes within a biologic system" (Selye, 1976, p. 54). 

Selye (1956) refers to a stressor as "that which produces 

stre.ss" (p. 64). He believes that stressors occur 

throughout life to which people must_adapt. 

Selye· (1976) defines stress as the nonspecific response 

of the body to any demand. The stress response is a total 

body response mediated by the.nervous system, particularly 

the sympathetic branch of the autonomic nervous system, and 

the endocrine system (Korn & Johnson, (1983). These 

adaptive body systems are regulated by the hypothalamus. 

9 
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·Although the functions .of the·- autonomic -nervous ·system are 

presently known to be complex; most of the simple 

sympathetic effects are 'found,.in the ~tress response·(Korn, 

1983). The endocrine sys~em response.involves a sectetion 

of adr~ena·l· cortical· (-.cortisone.·· type~)·· and .. .adr~nal medullary 

(adrehalin type) hormones, as well as· thyroid. horrnonesG 

This- leads to .such. physiologic-al phenomena· as accelerat'ion 

· of· the heart rate, dilation of the pupils, ·inhibition of 

gastrointest~nal peristaliis_ and se~r~tion, in~ibitibn ·of 
. . ' - . . - -

bladder emptying, coristriction 6£ ga~trointestin~l and 

urinary sphincters, diversion .of· blood fl.ow into. -the 

muscles,. increase ... in blood pressur~, increase in respiratory 

rate, and increa~~-in ~~tabblic:i~t~s· (kor~-& Johnso~,· 
'.';-

198.3) .. 

. Paramount among stres.s.- theor.l:es is Selye' s . ( 197~) 
- I 

desdription. of the General. Aq_c:3;P··tati6n Syndrome (GAS).. The 

GAS is a physiological response- ·of the whole .body· ·_.to: str:ess. 

. It -.involves seve'ral _body. -~y_sterns~.- ·prill1arily the autonom1c 

nervous system and the·.ehd()crine,. as mention·ed above.-- .. The 

GAS consists of three stages _;,_ the· alarm. reaction, 'the 

re~.'istance stage, 'and the e·xhaustion stage ( Selye, 1976'}. 

The alarm ·r-eaction involves a number of physiological .. 

changes that· prepare a·perso~ to adapt to a stresso~ .. In 

· .-the resistance stage· the. body stabi-lizes to a-llow -the person 
. . 

. . 

to _mak~ ah ad~ptiv~ response. If this-response ·f~ils to 

alleviate the str~ss, ~he Ferson.enteis th~ exhaustioh stage 

when he no longer has· sufficient energy: to attempt 
. I . 
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adaptation.- Se1ye, (1956'). hypothesized that exhaustion 

.. occurred wheri stress ex_ceeds the- ·normal eustress level and 
i 

becomes damaging or unpleasant, distress~, ._Allahach ( 1988) 

-states that the burnout syndrome- desc~ibed in the literature 

is- "r;eminiscent of_ Se1_ye.'s concept of- exhaustion" (p. 75) .. 

The stress experiende_ can be conceptualized as being 

composed of': ·two major ·components·: stressors and s-tressc 

responses. Stressors represent st-imulus ev~nts requiring 

some form of adaptation or ad.justment. Stresso-rs usually 

evoke a.stereotypic set of responses, _the-stress response .. 
-

The circular nature of this definition is supported in the 

literature. · Feuerstein, Labbe,_ and Kuczmierczyk (.19i86) 

state.that a complex feedback system_ exists between .stressor 
i 

and the stress r~sponse, with each in~luencing the 6ther. 

The str~~s response cari _be conceptually divided into 

three COmJ?Onents: . physiologic_al 1 COgnitive~' and behavioral .. 

The physiolog~~~l ~~s~pn~e i~.compl~~ ~s w~s_discussed. 

briefly in the precedin~ sect~qn. A view of-the cognitive 

and behavioral components:_ of .. ·'_ the stress response ·prqvide · 
I· 

greater urtderstandi~g _of the complexities of ~tre-~·s ~ 
' . -, . 

- . -

The cognitive- -component _of. the .s;tress- response :.include$: 
.,-. ·-

fluctuation--in mood·st~te (rari~irig:f~6rn ei~tion to tension), 

depressi.on.,- difficulty- in ·concentrating, vigor, and 
1 

fatigue 

( Korn & Johnson, 1983; Gordon, Jaffee, & · Bres.-ler, 1984) .-

This component· generally represents· a· ·conscious app:ta-isal ·of 

the stimulus, thus indicating. how. the individual evaluates 

or.perceives ·the situation-·(Feuerstein, Labbe, & 
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,,·1 

Kuczmierczyk, 1986-) ., Pearlin and Schoolei' ( 1978<)- g.ave the 

following examples·_.o'f· oognit-ive. coping responses:- ·positive.· 

comparisons_ ~e.g._ "We're- all in· the·· same ~-boat·; I thcn~ght I 

had it bad, look at him'~) and sele6tive ignoring (e.g. the 

devaluation o·f money in response-- to. ·household: eqo·nomic: 

strain). 

The behavioral· component· of' the'·s--tress respons·e.·. 
- ' -

represents the actual overt behavior_·of_~he individual to 

the -stressors. This re-sponse cap -'~-p.ry· fr~om extreme violence 

to hostility to a~oidanc~ and ~i~hara~ai:(Feu~rstein~ tabbe,· 
. ' ' -·· . . .. 

. (. 

& Kuczm.lercz_y~:, 1986). · Impatiep.~~ ,-_heightened 

-competitiven~ss, and. s.exti.al-dysf1.1nq_~i.o~ ~have. als_o bee:n ., __ 

described in-the literature as: b~havioral manifest~ti6ns of 

the stress. -resppnse_ (-Burchfield~ 198-5;. Everly &';·Rosenf-e:ld,. 
' . I • 

1981 ;. Korn.· &- Johnson~-,- 1983.) -. _. 

Stress is neither good nor bad· (Selye, 1976). It is 

beneficial· when it enables the individual to suivive -a 

potentially harmful situati6n-6r when it provide~ the level 
' - -

of stress necess_ary for functioning_~ Stress _becomes: 

.. d~stress when _it reaches exces_si ve ·levels-, is harmful, and· 

particularly-when it. is repeated··or- pr_olonged~_ -Health- care 

professionals are· becoming increasingly aware of the 

relationship between psychologic~l stress and_ th~ on~et, 

course, and outcome 6f-~edical iliness ·(Burchfield, 1985; 

Korn & Johnson 1 1983). Th~ mar~ intense and loriger ~stress 

situation, the higher risk. for a._ ne-g_ative health- outicome. 
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Korn_and Johnson-(1983) state· that '' .... all diseases are 

stress-related b~~a~se stress and its associated infitience~ 

on the mind-body axis tends to leave us, for mu-ltiple 

reasons, in a situation that is _vulnerable to the 

development· o-f· a disease''- (p. :30)--. They propose- that stress 

is responsible for 50 p~rcent to 100 percent _of. all 

diseases, and f·or: a great- majority o.f n'?nspecif:ic ~symptoms 

unrelated to specific disease processes such as anxiety, 

apprehe~sion, ·headaches,. and nonspecif-ic pain. 

Stress and Nursing 

In studying _the .stress response, it is important to 

se'lect a population in:_ which subjects are kn·own t·o manifest. 

significantly high. le~els· of s-tress'_ ( Laza·rus, 1984).: Stress 

and burnout ·amorig- hospital. nu~ses i-s- a concern expreksed in

the lit·e_rature (Albrecht, 1982;. Scully-, 1981; Pines-,_ 198'6_,-

Laffrey, 1985). Nurs,ing service administrators. are 

beginning to acknowledge-the .need for _mental health 

interventibn for -staff nurses, by increasingly seeki~g the 

service of m~ntal health corisultants (Ki~by, 1984): Helping 

others and being peeded by:: others_ o;ff_er important intrinsic 

rewards for~all hedlth-ori~~ted p~~~e~si6n~1s. Career 
- -

' satisfactl.on- comes from numerous_ and various sou·rces .. •. ··;·, ' 

includ-ing self-actualiza~tion,- :·,exposure to a wide range- of 

human _ ~xperiences, socia-1-iy :useful ·w-ork,. c_halle-n:ging: 

inteilectuai_; P'l:lrs~i ts, ·:-and _·usually· a· rel-iable income'-

(Roeske, 1986) .. 
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Many studies. in the current· literature ·focus on· .. stress· 
' . 

I : 

among nurses in the hospi~al settirig (Tvan~evich & ~~ttes6n, 

1980) Gray-Toft.& Anderson, 1985; Revicki & May, 1989). 

Identified stressbrs include:·· consta-nt exposure to. death 

and suffering·; having· ·to deal· with the emot·ional derna·nds of 

-patients arid their families; inadequate staffing and work 
' . 

. overload; irregular work s~hedules; role 'i:unbigui ty and 
. . . ' . -

. . . 

multiple conflicting role expectationsi lack of·decisiort-

making autonqrny; and conf-1i-cts with. administrators, ", 

physicians, and other nurses.· Such job-related· stressors 

have been found to be associa'ted with a variety of negative 

consequence.s .. for ·s-taff" nurses,· including,. j_ob 

dissatisfaction, burnout,:' absenteeism.,. depression, . substance 

abuse~ obesity, physic~l,- illness, and·. turnover (Hinshaw· & 

Atwood, 1984; McCra~ie·,> .Lambert, -& ·L~:ert,. 1987·; Albrecht, 
'·' 

·19~2; Pin~s 1 1986; Bissell & Haberrnari, 1984). 

The. Relaxa tion:·:.':Response 
.. -~ .' .: -. 

Relaxation refers to that st.ate in. which. an individual. 

is free from physiologic~! and nervous tensibn (Jacobsen, 
- - . ' 

· 1938) .. · The relaxation response is. b~lieved to be an; 
. . 

integrated hypothalamic ·response _that results in generalized 

decreased ·sympathetic n~rvous ·sys_tem activity (Benson, 1.976; 

Benson, Beary, & Carol,_1974). and cons·ists of changes 
-•-t -_-

,' #,-

counter to t_hose .. 'Q.f_. the St·r:es:s:·_. response · .. (B·enson, .197;6) 0 

Most individuals· -have ~xper i~nc_ed a self-i·nduced . altered 

state~·of cons~idusness, re~~r~~~- as f~elings of increased 
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creativity and a sense of inner peace (Feuerstein, L~bbe, & 

Kuczmierczyk, .1986). Bensch (1976) noted th~t the 

physiological chariges associated with the so-c~lled altered 

state, or r~laxation- response, aie cbrisistent with a 

·generalized decrease· i'ri ·. sympathetic activity and are. 

distinctly-different from the-physiological changes-recorded 

during quiet sitting-or sleep. 

The maj'or physiological-elements of the relaxation 

response were first defined in humans during the practice of 

transcendental meditation (Benson, 1976). The findirigs from 

.these studies included: decreased oxygen consumption, 

increased carbon· dioxide.:. _elimination'.~ decreases in the- heart. 

rate: and.respiratory rate. Benson (1976) iepotted four 

basic elements as prerequisites for. eliciting the re-~axation 

-respon-se·: a_ mental device-- to. facilitate:- the- conscious mind 

in shifting from logical,. externally oriented thought, to 

internal,- subconscious thought; a ·passive ·attitude; 

decreased muscle tones, e.g. a comfortable, relaxed-~ 

position; and a quiet environment. 

'· The effects of the relaxation-response-on reduc.1.ng 

autonomic functions and syrnpa the tic respon:si vi ty ·are· 

documented in the- scientific literature (Bradley & r.tccanne, 

1981;· ~orn & Jbhnson, 1983). 
I 
I. 

Many techniques exist !that are 

effective in. the elicitation of the_relaxation response. -As 

previously discussed in Chapt~r 1, this- study will f;ocus on 

. two specific relaxation techniques, progressive musc·-le 
.... "/ 

relaxation ~nd·guided imagery~. 
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Progressive ·-.Musc1e .Relaxation· .. 

Progressive ·muscle .relaxa-tion-,·--as·'_a> te_chnique to elicit-· 
. . .· ; .r , -, - . , -· -

-~· • -1 : --

the relaxa_tion respons·e.:, orig-inated in t-he· late 1920s wi.th 

·the work of Edmund Jacobson. Jacobson (1978) proposed-that 

the.- rriain·_me:cha-nisms-- influencing· ·r_e-laxat,_ion lie· with the 

patient's ab.?-lity to _p-erceive the differences bet:ween 

tension and. relaxation. Each t~irne a rrtuscl·e- contracts, _the-

receptors within the muscle are activ~ted~ ln turn, :these 

activat~d receptors produce ·a series of neural- impulses that

a~e transmit~ed to the brain aldng ~fferent. neural fibers. 

Tension may be viewed as the result of- this gen~ration and 

conductance of_ afferent neural .. impulses .. ·.When· muscle 

contraction occurs, neural impulses _are transmitted. to the 

bra-in and instigate complex CNS activity. Subsequently, 

neural impulses return to the muscles along_ efferent;neural 

fibers and produce further muscle contraction. As a·result~ 

additional neural impulses are directed to and from the 

brain along numerous neuromuscular circuits throughout the 

body. By teaching the· subject--t9 recognize excessive-

contraction of the skeletal_ muscles,. one is then able to 

teach the pat·ient ·how to relax specific muscle· groups tb· 

relieve tension (Jacobson, 197a, -1938). Overall, the 

specific physiological effects. of ·progressive muscular 
- l 

relax~tion training are less- ~riderstood than the effects of 

certain other stress reduction techniques ( i.e. , · the, Benson-. 
' -

relaxation response) (K6rn & Johnson, 1983, Benson; i976). 
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Progressive ilnisc'u-:1)1r rela~a·ti~n ·:.inv-o-i'ves the successive· 
.. : ... ' ,, .. ·_-} 

tensing and relaxing of various muscle groups. Throughout 
.. ·.-' ._ 

training, the subject typically ;sits or reclines in ·a 
. \ 

comfortable chair. in a quiet.,:-d1rnly lit room_with closed· 

Tn--orcle:r ·tp -en-hance> the· r·elaxation .effect·, the· 
• . '.' . • • ' • ! 

- . . . . 

practi tfoner' speaks· in .. a -.sl~w · ~nd quiet·- tone· of voice and 
. ·. . - . ~ 

usua1ly has the pa-tient .. successive_ly tense and rel.ax the 

_following muscle groups: hands and for~arrns, upper arms 

(biceps), wrists, forehead, eyes,·mouth, neck, .shoul~ers, 

chesf, stomach, buttocks, thighs, calVes, and feet. The 

progress~ve relaxation method should be tailored to the 

needs, of each individual., with. on·e, to ·two practice" sess-ions·~ 

per day. The. use of audiotapes, reviewing the relaxation 

procedure are commonly employed in. training subjects .. : in the· 

use- of progressive- muscle relaxation· (Jacobson, _197 8). 

Imagery 

Imagery is the basis of our thought pro~esses. In the 

development of the individual, the earliest·forms of; 

cognition seem to be. visual in _nature -(Samuels & Samuels·, 

1975). Words develop later as a m~ans of describing:both 

external and internal realities. Pictures or images· 

represent patterns or symbols. Words are necessary to 

explain the meaning of.these symbols and are .the best 

available tool for making thoughts and ideas known t6· others . 
I 

(Wilber, .1977). 

". 
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rn· the· last hUndred_years specialist~ in_ diff~r~nt· 

'fields have begun _to rediscove·r the existence and meaning of 

vis.ualization. Historians··, r~~igious schoi~rs ,-
. ' . . -

archaeologist:~,.~ ·pl':ly~ic.i.fhs ,: _:·and psycnqtogists. haye bE7gun to 

study- t·he:. nature-.'~ of" the··· inner image:". as it re:la tes .. to :their. 
. - . - . . ' ' 

area of spe-cialization ( s~u~l:s .. ·& Samuels·,_ ·1975}. 

M~dern· medicine- is. -:also .. ,_:.·rn_· th·e··. proces·s· of· ~~d~sc.overing._·

Vi~~alizatio~:·as a h~aling ~6bi '(Korn &· Johnson; i983; 
' ., . ' ' - ·' 

increasing number .. o'f p~~p1e a·re researching arid developing 
. . 

techniques for he-aling_ ~hich use visualizatiC?n _(Mast; 19R6} ~ 

Mast ( 198.6 }' s.t_at.es·:;- that .. there· .. is a. need· for, further research 

into. :the structur.a_l ·and· functional properties -of·. imagery. 

,Research· i.'s, also needed.---t-o evaluate the .-w~ys in which 

su:Pj ect char.acteri-sti,cs,~ clinical. se~tirig, and instruct-ional 

procedures influ~nce and can be manipulated- to affeci 

imagery oqtcomes. 

Menta·l. images, or internal ·representa-tions of ·.events 

that involve the senses, form a bridge between mind and .. 

-.body, anc:l provide a·method for mentally and: consciously 

altering body funct-ion ( Acpterberg & Lawl~s-, 1982-}. 

~he rat~onaie for the.~ffect 6f imagery is rooted in· 
. ' . 

psychophysi.ologicai research_ which suggest~ that_ the :nervous· 
• •• • I 

system can be contacted by-two fundamentally diff~ren-t types· 

of. ·la-nguage: metaphoric· and verbal ( Jaf:fee & Bresle~; · 
. . . . . . 

·1980_). These_ languages·-correlate with brai.n hemispheres-.,. 

Imagery· is. primarily a. right brain me-taphorical method of 
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·~ommunication which is directly linked with the unconscious 

and physical functions of the nervous system. There is no 

physical symptom or illness that is not affected to some 

degree by the mind. Healing can b~ enhanced by positive and 

helpful images and expectations, and.it can be hampered and 

slowed by depression, hopelessness~ and fatigue (Achterberg 

& Lawlis, 1982; ·Hdlt, 1964; J~ffee ·&Bresler, 1980). The 

way a person uses his or her mind is a critical factor in 

the development of physical and mental healthe 

Relaxation~ Imagery, and Health 

The therapeutic ef·fects of relaxation and· imagery are 

increasingly addressed in the literature· .. Relaxation and 

imagery are· reported to be efficacious treatment modalities 

in both physiological and psychological dysfunction. 

Relaxation and guided imagery can be used to mobilize the 

latent, inner powers of an individual and to optimize those 

subtle primordial forces which aid in mediating stress and 

in the promotion of health (Korn & Johnson, 1983). 

Relaxation and imagery are reported to reduce the 

effects of stress on the body (Girdano & Everly, 1979; 

Benson, 1975; Korn & Johnson, .1983; King, 1987; Achterberg & 

Lawlis, 1982; Mast, 1986) to be effective as an adjunct 

treatment for hypertension (Hoelscher, Lichstein, & 

Rosenthal, 1986; Jacob et al., 1986; Patel & Dately, i987), 

and asthma (Freedberg, Hoffman, & Light, 1987). Several 

studies indicate that relaxation, both with and without 
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guided imagery, is effective in· reduc.l.ng· the sUbjective-
. . 

perception and physiolqgib res~ons~ to pain (Bresler &· 

Trubd, 1979~ Johnson, Rice, Fuller, &·Endress~ 1978; 
1

Korn & · 

Jobn~on-;. 1983;- C.otanch & S.ttom,. '1.987 ;. Miller, -1987) e ' 

- -

The.technique;;s of hypnosis, relaxation,. and imagery 

have,' been. us·ed py: psyqho,th.erapist.s· since.- the: t·ime .. of, Freud 

for: dive-rse· reasons. and- .conditions- {Kern--&. Johnson, 1983) .. · 

Samuels and Sgrnue·ls ( i975) repo-rt ·the use of- relaxation and 

imagery as· .a therapeutic modality ·by pr_c;m.inent 
- - ' .. · - -. . - . . . . . ... 

- . . 

psychotherapist$· .in~l~~ing ·ae~k, -.. L~rne~·,c._. .. J~Ii9, and Wolpe. 
i.. - I • 

. The cur:fent· ~1.£ t_.erature "indicates , that -relaxation and -

guided· imagery ·ar-e _ effe-ct·i ve~-- in<.psychblogic~i disorders- such 

as d_ei>re-ssion . (Reynolds· \_&-_:-~~ats:, 1.986; ·Beck, 19],~) i'-.· anger 

.and·· hos-tility_ ( Hazaleus -&· ·oeffenbache_r,- 1987-:;.----·:}iovaco, 1975; · 
. ,. .- .. ·. ' .. .;. 

Schlichter & Jio_ran:~ 1981:)-; 'anxi-~ty .,.(Kin9:;·:··i~87) ,_ and 

postpartum. distress tHal~re:n :-· & Pass~an, t98 5) ·. 

Warnings appear ~~ the literature againSt suggesting · 

specific images for individuals (King,. 1987.) ... This is dt1e· 

to the po~sibility that specifically suggested image~ might 

have unpl'easant .. meanings t·o- s\ll:?j'ec.ts. (Donovan--, 1980.) ~ · Gag_an. 
. -

(1984} suggested that images:might·be-changed wfthin~the 

person·.. - Instead· of- bringing 'comfort- an-d_.relaxa:tion, , as :was 

the intention,.the sul;:>ject might-experience fright or 

anxiety. Kern. and Johnson ( 19·83) sugge~t-. the use of 'vagu~ _-

"suggestive" image.s (e.g. , - "imagine the· most peacefu_l, · 
. -

relaxing· place you. ·can; see the sky.· . .; ... -etc·. ) , thus allow-ing · 

the subje~t to ·contrbl for s~ecificity. 
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The- use- of irriage-ry·is also not recommended for people 

who are pre-psychotic or psychotic, who suffered from 

organic brain syndrome, or who-have diff~culty in 

concentrating (Assagioli, 1976). Donovan (198.0) advised 

· cau,tion with. the use .. of guided. imagery in persons: who had. a-

history of severe depression, psychosis, or·cardiac· 

i·rre.gulari ties_. 

The· literature· regar-ding :risks is- inconsistent and 

these risk factors need further· studi. Though Donovari 

( 19'80), for example, cautions 'against the use of relaxation 

and imagery with persons. havi~g ~history· of cardiac 

irregularities, Benso:n ( .1976-.) ·and. hi-s associates- have: 
. . 

. . . - . 

. documented. evidence supporting a decrease .in. premature 

ventricular co"n·t.ractions';. ( ca:tdi:ac. lrr.egu,iari ties) thr:bugh 
" " • I •, • .1 -, • ' • 1: ' 

the use of. the r~l~xation respons~ in patienis with ischemic 

heart disease . 

. rn· .sununary, the lit~ratt.ir'e··--irid.icates. that Q.ea·lth 

professionaLs :!;rom all disciplines . .3.re beginning to Utilize 

relaxation and i~agery-~o he~p their~client~more 
,. 

eff.ec.tively help them~elves.· Imagery is 'the natural 

language of the unconscious and is a maJor key to· 

understandtng and·· directing· i t·s opera.tion~ ~ Though imagery· 

and ·insight techniques ·are not a replacement for either 

appropriate-profes~ional care :~r _physical self-care, the 

visualization process offers a potent medium· f.or· 

self-regulation, self-exploration, self-kno~ledge and, in 



essence, self-actualization. It is a process that can 

engender and nurture healing of the whole person. 
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CHAPTER 3 

·:.conceptual Framework 

In·teractional. Model of .·stress 

'The model of:str~ss that: appears to be ·most useful ·as a 

concep.tual framework~· for th.is. study. i.s ·the .Inter·actional 

Model. Interactional models hot dnly 6onsider·~oth_s~imulus 

and response aspects df stress, l;>ut -also propose that:. stress 
' . . . . -

occur~ thro'ugh a pa~ticular relationship between the ~·erson 

and the environll1e·nt (cox,_ ·1978). The individual is 

considered·: an active'. ag.ent. in 'the str-e·ss- proce:ss, __ and~ it· is ... 

_posfulated that .s.elf.•regulation of cognitive, behavioral, 
• I • . 

and' emotional' coping· -s.trate<j.les· inf·luence•' the impact o'f a·, 
' . ' 

stressor. The. ·interactioh_al models:~ therefore.,- ·focus: on the. 

transacti6nal and ~cological natur~ 6f stress as well as·on 

the individual's c.ognitfve and psychological ·e'valuation of 

·the stressor (Lazarus,. 1980; cox & ~ackay, 197St. The . . i 

interactional model of. stre~~' called the transactional 

model, descrip_ed· .by Cox .and .. Mackay. ( 1~78) .. was u~ed in, .the 
·-· .... .: 

.conceptual :frarnewo;rk fa~ this·· stttdy. 'Thi:s·. model. identifies 

.five. discernible stages . ( s·e~:- F::i~J~..lr:e 1) · •. · The first ste3:_ge 

ident-ifies. the· existenc~> 6t .d.eh~ands. or. stressor~. placed ·on 
., • • ;" • .-~---' • • I • , • 

, ;-~: ... ' 

Two· .types· of- d'emands .are ident-ified:· 
- • •: ' ~· '," I, • • • • •' ' • ~ > •> • ~ ' ,, ' 1 

·the indi~idual. 

·internal and. :ext.ernal ~ .·: ·The in~erpa1; d~fu~nds·· r-elate tb the 
•• ··I ' -

physical and psychological ·needs · o£-' .the. i·ndi vidual an& are 
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. _important,: _factors. in~ th·e ~· det.e:rrniria:tion ·of subsequent· I 

. . . . - . 

behavior. ·The external· d_emands I represent_ potential sources- -
. - - . -

of stress 'that' are' a· function. of' enviro·run,ental factois e 

. . -

The second· s·tage cqnsist~ .. of·- t;h~ ·_individual's 

perc·epti.on~. of ~internal . and exte'rnal dernartds, arid. the. 

_ per.ceptio'n of his- or h~r ability to meet these demands .. 

stress· occur-s when ·an· iillba.lanc.e;- exists· b~t:'fleen perceived 

demand· and-~ perceived coping:- ability_. This- imbalance· 1re:sults 

in the stress respons~~ 

The third stage of_ the model represents t_he actual 

stress response, which is a method of_ coping with th~ 
- ' . 

-perceived stre_ss_o.r·.-- The subjective_. emot-ional: exp~rie.nce of 

stress· is accompani.ed. by . cognitive,· behavioral, and, 

physiologic.al. cha:nge.s t!?-at attempt to redu_ce __ the demand.' 

Th~.£6tirth.stage is concerned-~ith both the act~al and 

perceived· consequences o"f the coping responses. The 'stress . -
. · ..... 

- . . . . 

experi~nce may·contintie· tci bccur if the iridividuaL fails to 

'meet .the deinand or if I1egative consequences-resulting from 

failure are:anticipated~ 
- . . 

The_ fif-th. stage_cohsis.ts· of a- feedback -system tnat may 

. shape·. events at ariy -point· in. the: ·system .. · _.Feedl:)~ck of· 

appropriate resp~_nses 'can, th-erefcir~-:i- e_nhance th~ 

individu~i ~ ·s abili.ty to cope with tii.e demand.. _Convet-sely, 
. -

feedback of-inappropriate respon.ses may~serve to-inten:S-i"fy 
j • ' .j . 

the stress. _respons~ and cause an inc'rea~,ed 'demand on- lthe 
1 · ... 

-1' 

system. 

: ''· . ' 

--·· ·-.-·· 
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Str~ss and~C6ping 

Psychological stress consi'sts of d.ema11ds ·. that exceed . 
·- - ,_,· 

the available resources· as : a~pia-ised by.· the' individuctl. 

involved (Lazarus, 197~)~ Once an individual perceives an 

event· as st-ressful., coping responses. are·:;_ mobilized .. 

According to Lazarus (1980, 1978}, coping responses are 

e·i ther aimed at· managing ·the- pr.oblem evoked. by a stressful 

life event, or at .. regulating·- the internal state or emotions 

.. prov6ked by the event. Coping is further-defined as 

"efforts, both action-oriented and intrapsychi-c,. to manage 

(that is, master,. tolerate, reduce, minimize) _environmental 

and. interna1. demands, and.conflict·s. among_-them.·, which tax·.or 

exceed a person's resources"· (Cohen_ & Lazarus, 1979·; .p. 

219). Coping cari occur pr~or to a stressfu~ event

anticipatory cop~rig- or in response_to confrontatiori with a 

pe~ceived threat . 

. R~searchers are becoming incre~singly-concertied with 

the definition, .exist-ence, and. function of cognitive 

modulators in the stres-s resppnse (Kern & Johnson, 1983). 

The-transactional model of stress, presented previously, 

emphasizes the person's cognitive;· appraisal· of the stressor 

and the response to the stressor as important factors in the 

overall ~ffects of· stress and also on future stress 

responses-. 
i 

One type of cognitive modulator of the stress response 

that has received.. ·considerable attention is ·perceived 

control. Perceived control. ref~~s to the ext~nt.events or. 
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. the environment. a-re int~rpreted: by the i-ndividual as· :under 
. . 

personal control~ A study by Glass. and··singer (1972l: 

suggests that ~eople prefer activities in which they ·are 

given control, whether or not they,actually use'that ,· 

control. Aftereff·e-cts- of stress ·are thought· to·. occu~-

following uncon~rollable stressors, not 6ontr6llable :ones 

(Cohen·, 1980). It has. been argued. that the-· illusion 'of: 

control rather th~n-actual corttrol over: the aversive·· 

stimulus reduces the impact of the stressor (Johnson.& 

Sarason, 1979). 

In summary,. a framework for illustrating-· an· 
- . 

interactional mod~l. of stress has been presented. · A 

conceptuali z'a tion ()f. coping -w~s discusse_d.·, with particular 
. . 

attention being given to a specific cognitive cbping·: 
. . 

response, perceiv~d-control. The- trans~ctional model (Cox, 

1975)_ emphasizes' th~- individu~·t_'·s···caghi.tive appraisal of 

both ·the demand (-stressor) an9-· _the. ability. to meet that 

demand (coping). Lazarus.· ( 1-~S:O) __ proposes that perceived 

perso:nal ¢ontrc:>l is an impor.t_ant component ~-():.effective 

coping. through p_~·~_itive ·c;:ogpi·tive· ap~rai~~l- bf the 
:.. .... :· 

individual' s· ability to -mee:t ;. a>·-den1and. The· individual has· 

·the potential t6 act as a positive agent in tha streis 

response by· self--re"gulation of the cog~itive· appraisal 
. . ' 

-process. Feedback of. appropriate cognitive appraisa~ 

responses can enhance the· ind.:l:vidual's~ability to co~e with. 

the demand by the enhancement of their cognitive. perception 

of control. 
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The~ combined theoretical framework of: the inte.racti6hal 

stress model and cognitive coping provides an organizatibnal 

structure for the study.. This writer views guided imagery 

as a cognitive· coping strategy-which may be effective· in 

enhancing. the. -reappraisa1·. process described in the 

transactional model. The specific guided imagery developed 

for.this·study uses i~ages_that suggest an increase in 

personal control and a diminishment of per.cei ved demand. 

Prog"ressive muscle relaxation initiates the relaxation 

. respo.nse through a progressive process of muscle tensing and: 

relaxing~ The main mechanisms-influencing relaxation lie 

·with, the individual' s· ability. to. pe·rceive· the dif:fe.r.ences. 

·. betwe.en tension and relaxa.tion. Progressive muscle 

relaxation differs .. in practice from the .spe:cific. guided. 

imagery developed for. this study in_ that i ___ t. does. not : 

suggest, or gui~e, the individual through ~ process o£ 

reappraisal. The -..guided irnagery··script may facilitate the 

reappraisal. process,· the,reby ~ .. esulting in :(i:Q- _,.·increa·seP, sense 

of personal contiol~ a·de6reas~d ~erce~tion of demand, with 

a resulting decrease in ~tres-s.~ level .. 
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Methodology 

Design 

The· pretest-posttest multigroup experimental desi_gn was 

the -design me·thod>util-i-zed in this _study. 

R 0 Xi o· 

R 0 x2-. 0 

R 0 .0 

This design was considered the most appropriate .·f·or the 

study-as it allows ·tor manipulation of the indep~ndertt 

variable (relaxation·technique) and -subsequent ·obser~ation 
- - - . 

of the effect -·of the independ_ent variable on the dependent 

variabl~ (change~~ str~ss lev~l) (Polit & Hungler, 1987) . 
. ! . 

I 

The multigroup design allows -for a study wi-th. two (or more) 

treatment conditions ari4: one control condition. Volunteer 

subjects were raridomly'-·:a.ssigned t-o either ·one treatment 

group or to a· waiting-list .control group .. 

. Development of the Guided Imagery Script 

The developrn,en.t of the-- specific.- _guided . imagery ~cript 
. - . . 

(Appendix E) to be·· used in. this study was based on a ~review 

of literature re-lat~d to the conceptual_ frainework of :the . 

study., Both the interactional model of stress and· Laz.arus' 

(1974) theories at cdgni~i~e-~oping strat~gies provided an 
. I 

appropriate devel~pmen~_a!' _framework .. 

30 



In th.e interactional model of· st~ess _proposed by Cox· 
. . . I 

(1978),-.thi individual is donsidered an activ~ agent: in the: 

stress ·process, and that self-regulation of cognitive, 

behavioral, and e-motional coping strategies influenc~ the· 

impact of a stre!?sor .-__ Another impor·tant postulate of_· this 

model relevant to the development of the guided imagery 

script· was· the consideTation_ of the< seco~d stage-of- the.· 

-stress process· describeQ.· by~ Cox ( 197.8). He _hypot~esiz·ed 
- . - . 

that the .degree of the stress response is dependent on 'the 

individual's perception, or cognitive appraisal, of internal 

and external demands and of his or her ability __ to ·meet these 

demands. I.n the "feedback ·,loop" of the- interaqtiona~ stress_ 

model, the individ~al provide.s input into. the onga.ing 

cognitive appraisal process .. Cox (.1978) states that· the 

feedback loop may shape events at any point in the_ system. 
. . 

Feedback of appropriate responses ·is said. to enhance the· 

individual'~ abilit~ to. cope with the demand~ 

Lazarus ( 1984) states that- cog.nitive 'appraisal can be 

·most readily understood as "the process of categorizing_ an 

encounter, and its facets, with resp~ct ·to its-.signi~icance. 

for well-being" (p. 31). One. component· .of· the coping· 

process discus-sed· by Lazarus .. _is cognitive coping responses., 

Co-gnitive copi-ng response·s are defined_ as "cons~antly 
- - . 

changing cognitive efforts to manage-specific external 

and/or internal demands that are appraised as taxing :or 

exceeding .. the resci,urces of'- the. person"': ~(p'~ 141). 

context in which the individual views·his or-her 

i 

The 
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c.::ipabili tfes e~fects. the outcome of · p~rsonal events. f. 
. ' . ' . .~· 

Viewing ones~lt po~iti~~ly.~an b~ re~a~ded as a veryi 
.__ '· - -

important psychological ·reso~rce for coping. A general 
. ' . 

belief that outcomes are·cohtrollable, i.e. that one has the 

pbwer· to-affect such outcomes, can_ gre~tly~influence:~one's 

ability to cope with stress (Anderson, 1977; Strickland, 

197 8_-; Lazarus, 1984) . · Perceived· c·ontrol can, there-fore, be 

classified'as one type: of cognitive modulator-of the' stress 

response. 

In swnrnary, the elements of the conceptualframework 

have been reviewed for their relevancy to the development of 

a .specific- guided imagery to be· used for the reduction~. of 

stress._ 

·Testing the Script_ 

The guided imagery script for· this study was presented 

to multiple groups over a six month period to validate the 

script as being·comfo~table for participants and to ~dentify 
I 

-areas in need of- revision. The groups whom were presented 

the guided irnage:r;y script as a form of. relaxation exercise 

included: graduate nurses preparipg for a retake of:the 

nation-al board. exam; a ·monthly .managem~nt·_ me.eting of: head. 

nurses, assistant head nurses, directors and adininistrator 

of nursing service; two classes of high school studertts 

(N=46) from a local school; and participants of a co~ference 

sponsored by the American Heart Association,. "A 

Multidisciplinary Approach to Cardiovascular Care"', ~or 

- .. -



' ' ··-. ~ 

health care profess:tonals-_ involved in cardiovasc;ular! care, 

~ith approximately 75/~~~s6ns in at~endan~e . 
. ,. :' _-. · .. - ' . .. ' ''_ - i 

Each time the scr.~pt \i"ifs. presented, part:i_cipants were 
·- . ~- " :• ,. . . ._ 

asked to: evaluat·e the followi,ng: their 'subjective 

. expe:rience~; any_, areas tha:t may_, ~ave:, be.~h f-'ri_ghtening~- or. 

uncomfortable; ·ar-~a.s, that. were especially _pleasing_; 
- -

suggested· areas· for ·chan·ges ·; .. and any addi.tiona·l ·comments. 
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The script was revised and i~~i~ed in an ongoing process of 

participant ev~luatiori not for validation -of ~ffecti~eness-

but, rather,· fo~ the purpose of establishing participant 

·comfort with -the_particular images used in the script 

( Appendix· E.) ~ _ 

Targe~ Population 

The target population for this. study 6onsis~ed.¢f all .. 

nurses, R-.:N. AND L ."P. N·. , employed in a_ large_ community 

hospital in tne southeastern United States who volun~eered 

for the study. The design of the. study called for_· at least 

15 minimal sample ~ize for each group for adequate 

statistical analysis. 

Setting 

The· setting for -this s-tudy_- was·· a 7.00-bed community 

hosp_ital, having at least 25 diff·erent. iil,patient_ uni~s which 

· include services- in. the following areas·: oncology, 
' -. . . . . : . -

neurology, medical-sur~ical, telemetry, mental healt~, 

alcohol and drug. rehabilitation, diabetic -.teaching; 
'' 

pediatric, obstetrics-gynecology, .operati~g room,_ redovery, 
I 

and open heart_ recovery.. Patient acuity i-s hi,gh wi t:.h 
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I 

patient- census remaining constant between 93- percent> and 100 · 

percent. There are approxim~tely 547 staff nurse~, :25 head 

nurse~, and 62 assistant h~a~ nurses~ 

-·tnstrument · 
.. . . . 

Instruments.· dev~lopeq .. t.o measure stres-s--· as. a . .- response,_. 

-have most often· _emphasized ·physical s~ptoms .a,rid neglected 

· t"tle · contril?utions of beh~vioral .. _ and cognitive· components 
- . 

(Lefebvre & __ Sandford, ·1_985). ·· S'everal· models of stre'ss· 

emphasize the occurrence -_o'f· ·multip-le· :r-e-sponses in reaction 

to a stressor, including cogniti~~,, behavioral, and : 

physiological responses. The instrument _used t·o measure 

stress .in the-, context of ·th.is-_· study· was_ the S.tr.a-in 

Questionnaire (Lefebvre & -Sandford_, -198.5), which- is ~-multi-

modal ques.tionnaire for stress measurement (Appendix:- G) •. 

The development of the Strain. Questionnaire- ( SQ). ~as .. 

"guided by. the conceptualization of. stress, ·_or strain, as a 

synd:t:"ome of physical, behavio:ral·, and cognitive symptoms-. 

that are elicited, to varying' degrees, by_ the environmental' 

demands upon the individual" (Lefebvre & ~andford, 198'5, P··-

70). An item pool of 48 physical, behavioral-, _and cognitive 
l 

signs -of strain we~e generated fr_om Selye (19.76) and· 

Lefebvre and Lawlis ( 1979-) ~ -This l.nstrutnent provides for a.·. 

total strain. score and· three subscale scores for physical, 

behavioral, and cognitive symptoms .. 

The resulting, 48- items were presented to four ctinical 

psychology doctoral candidates with experience·· in evaluating 

and treating sttess disorders~ Each was asked to sott ~he 
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items· into either physical, behavioral, or cognitive: .. 
r . 

categories. The res~lting .. _sorts. produced. inter-rate:r 

reliabili ties for each i t·em ranging from . 88 to 1. 00 across 

the six possible rater pairings. 

After construction of the Strain. Questionnaire :(SQ) ~

it· was subsequently complet~d by 285 mal~s and i27 females . 

(n=412.) with·a.rrfean-.~_age--:of .33-·yea.r:'s (range: 1"7:..58 y~ars). 

Two groups, insurance ag~nts •. _( 45) and elementary /sec·ondary 

teachers ( 38) completed· t~.e questionnaire prior· to their 
. . ' 

-.participation in stress management worksho:ps·. .. The 

questionnaire was also administeTed .. :to· graduate· ·business 
. . . . . . ' 

students ( 119.} and ri.ava1 ·engineers. ( 11"0) as· par.t. of. a. 
. ' ' 

batt-e-ry of instruments_ assess..ing health-re).ated behayiors. 

and attitudes.. Tpe· fifth group comprised of 100. 

undergraduata students enrolled in an. introductory 

psychology course (Lefebvre & Sandford, 1985). 

Descriptive statistics reported by L~febvre and: 

Sandford (1985) for the total score and each of the bhr~e 

subscales are shown.in Table 1. Inter-item, item-SQ~ and 

item~scale correlation were computed with the specific item 

omitted from· the SQ· and· each· ·scale's · total score. Ainong 

items, no correlations were found that exceeded r=~Gb, 

indicating little overlap of item content. All item.:...total 

correlations were significant with the ~~ception of one it~m 

(use of alcohol, r=e06). Three other items showed law· 

correlations with the total SQ score: smoking (r=~ll, p 

<.05), use. of recreational drugs (r=11, p· <.01), and·use of 
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Table 1 

Descriptive Statistics for the Strain Questionnaire· :(N=412) 

Subscale Mean SD Range 

Total SQ 86.31 25.00 '48-189/240* 

Physical .. .50. 03 15.96' 2.8-ll6/ 140 

Behavioral 22.44 5.98- 12:'-44/60 

Cognitive 13.84 5~45 8-37/40 

*The last number indicates_ the maximum possible· score. 

presc.ription drugs . ( r=·~.l:a,·-_ p .( .. 001); al:,t· other· c .. or:x:-elations 

fell. betwe.-en r~=. 3 5 and . 64-~ 

The Spearman-Brown ;spli~~half.· rel'~apility and inter-

i tern consistency ( Cr_o.ribach' s _.alpha). values for_ the _SQ and 

the three component scales are shown in Table 2. The test

retest correlation for the SQ and its-scales are rep~rted by 

Lefebvre and Sandford (1985) for 68' of the graduate business 

students who compl'eted a secondSQ four weeks-after the 

first administration. Split-half rel-iabilities·ranged 

from .62 (behavioral subscale) to .88 (SQ~., Cronbach's 

alpha values were slightly higher, ranging· from_ . 71 tic ., 94. 

The test-retest.relial:>ilities were quite·si-mi'lar for .the SQ 

and the subscales, with a range of .,73 to .79 .. 
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Table 2. 

Split-half Reliability and Inter~ite~ Consistency Values for 

the SQ and-Three Component ·scales (N=68) 

subscale· Split-ha·lf Alpha·· Test- retest. 

To.t~l- SQ .88' . 94' . 79-

Physical o87 .92 .75 

Behavioral .· 62 .. 71 . 77' 

Cognitive .86' .86 o73• 

The correlati.on betwe~n. SQ,- its: three subscales:, and 

the Beck ·Depression Inventory· (BDI) w~~~·reported by! 

Lefebvre .and Sandford :( 1985) .. From· the· sample. of 6_8: 

business students previously noted: BDI-SQ r=~71; Bbi-

physical r=.64,. BDI-be~avioral r=.63, a~d BDI~cognitive 

r=.78 (p 1 s <~001). ·These.data indic~te· i mode~ate degree of 
. ' 

shared vari~nce by the two--instruments which is primarily 

attributed to·the overlap of' cognitive symptoms.· 

- Demographic Data Questionnaire 

Demographic-data was obtained. from.each of the subjects 

to elicit descriptive charac-teristics about the population 

(Appendix. C). The demographic data included the following 
i 

information: age, gender, race; marital status, and~ 

education. 



Pro.cedure 
I 

Head nurses on each unitin the.health_care facility 
: 
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were contacted .for _permission to solicit volun.teers :fo:t the 

study from the uri.l. t. Head nurses··, . assistant _head nurses, 

and· nursing administrators we-re al·so e:ligible. to volunteer · 
' . . . -

for the study.. · Staff nurses were contacted during daily 

report, given a. brief oral description of. the _.s.tudy/ ·a 

written·de'scription (Appendix: A), and asked t-6 submit their 
. . 

names if they were interested. in -participating 1n the study. 

Volunteers were randomly ass.igned ·to three groups: 

Group A, the experimental progressive muscle· relaxation 

group; GrolJ,.p B., the experimental gUided imagery group; or 
. . I 

! 

Group c,. the waiting-list control gr_oup. Randomization of 

subjects was .performed-by folding participation forrris to 

obscure the name., shuf.fling all.--forms. together,· and then 

placing each form. sequentially .. from· total· forms· int6
1 

three 

equal grqups ~ Group As~igrurient; G::r;oups 1·., 2, and 3 ,: was 
. ~ . . 

then mad~. After t·he completion of data. collection,: Group C 

wil.l be offered an ·opp_ortunity for ~elaxation traini'ng. 

~rou_ps will be limi teq·. to .:20· participants. 

·The_-: volunteers who choas·e: to p(ir.ticipate in the: study·. 

were given· a ·l~tter. adkrtowledgi~g_ -their, acceptance and group 
·' •· ,' -. :1 ·. .( . _,, . 

assignment· and a copy ·of· ·the.· demograph-ic questionnai~e 
·.:._' ' I 

(Appendix C)_ to be filled out prior. to the first 

introductory session.. Volunteers· were· given a fina~; 

schedule of dates· and tim~~ :~f the appropriate· train~ng 
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sessions. Times were arranged to accommodate the- various 

shifts .. 

Each _participant ,attended an initial introductory 

session lasting 45 minutes. The participant returned in two 

weeks: for one final session in order to~ complet·e the Strain-

Questionnaire. 

Afte-r the- in·troduc.tory session, each. participant was 

given a· tape of· the relaxa-tion technique appropriate to 

their group assigrunent. The participant was expected to 

practice the relaxation technique by listening to the tape 

once per day and documenting on a _provid~d flow sheet. 

(Appendix F) the actual number of times he or she listens· to 

the tape in the two week period. 

Following the completion of the study, each participant 

was given a copy of a tape, which contained the prog~essive 

muscle relaxation on one side and. the guided imagery on the 

other, as a token of appreciation. All responses on the 

questionnaires were anonymous. Volunteers signed a ~ons·ent 

form prior to participation in the study (Appendix B). 

Human Safeguards 

Pe:rmis~ion to· conduct_ the- stud~( ~as:_ .. obtained from the 

Associate Director of Nursing (Appendix r·) of the. hospital 

s_etting for the studye Parti6ipation in the· study was 

-_voluntary_, and confident-iality. was maintaine~·-, -The_ 

respondent's -ideritification for _purpose:s ·- :o:f'' the pretest-
. ' 

i . ' 

posttest score comparison_·was via codes_"selected by them and 
' . · ... 

known only to them.-
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The study proposal was subrni tted to __ the Human ~ssurance 

Committee of the Medical College of Georgia (Appendix H) and 

at the hospital used for the study (Appendix I). 



CHAPTER 5 · 

Analysis of D~ta 

The: dependent variable: ih .. this ·study was change . in. the 

level o( stress~· wit~ the irideperident variable being group 

treatme·nt · sta-tus· .. - The data collec:t'ed in. :this study· :were··. 

analyzed using descriptive, correlational, and inferential 

statistics. Descriptiv_e statistics were used to describe 

andsynthesize data from the demographic questionnaire, 

providing information concerning the subjec·t population 

characteristics. The Pearson product morrie_nt correlation 

coef,ficient.was employed to examine the intercorrelations 

between frequency of use of a relaxation technique arid 

reduction of stre~s. Inferential statistics were us~d to· 

provide a means for drawing conclusions about a·population 

(Polit & Hungler, 1987) and included the foll9wing 

statistical tests: t~test, repeatedmeasures MANOVA" and 

analysis of variancee 

Sample_ 

A _total of 6.4· :subjects· volurite.ered: to -participate in 

the study, with 52 subject-s completing. the study. Subjects 

were distributed. among· the three study groups: progressive 

muscle -relaxation {PMR·), guided imagery (GI), and waiting

list control. Of the subjects· who completed. the study, 13 

were male and 39 female. Subjects· ranged in age· from 22_ 

41.-
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yea~_s . to 52 years, w~·th a _mean age of 34 years.- Regarding 

marital status: 14 had never been ~arr:i~ed,' 20 married_, 17 

divorced; ~nd 1 widowed ... One:was A~ian~ 14 Black, ~nd 37 

Caucasian. Regarding· educational status: · 6 were masters 

prepared.·nurses, 22 .. baccalaureate, 19 ·associate degr.ee:, and. 

5 vocational (see Table 3). 

Table 3' 

Demographic Characteristics of Study Sample (N=52) 

Category 

Sex 

Male 

Female 

Age 

20-30 years 

30-40 years 

40-50 years 

> 50 years 

Marital Status 

Never Married 

Mart;"ied 

Divorced 

Widowed 

Progressive 
Muscle 
Re:.l ax at ion 

2 

15 

.5 

9 

2 

1 

4 

7 

5 

1 

Guided 
Imagery 

9 

11 

8 

g. 

4 

6 

7 

7 

control. : Total 

2 13 

13 39 

9 22 

6 23 

6 

1 

4 14 

6 20 

5 17 

1 

continued 



Table 3 ( cont·' d) 
. . 

Demographic<charact-eris'.tic·~ .. of· ·StudY. Samp~e ·(N=52) 

Ca.tegory P'rOg:r;essive 
Muscle .. -·· Guided 
Relaxat-i:bn Irnagery·. ·,.control 

- ~-:" 

Race. 

Asian 1 

Black 6 4 4 

Caucasian 10 ·1.6 11 

Education 

Vocational. (LPN) 1 3· 1 

Associate Degree 6 8 5 

.Baccalaureate·. 8 7 7 

·Masters ( MSN.) 2 2 2 

Subjects who failed to complete the study were as 

follows: progressive muscle relaxation, n=4; gUided. 

imagery, n=2; _waiting-list control, n=6. A ·t-test was 

43 

T.otal 

1 

14 

37 

5 

19 

22 

6 

performed to .compare the· study. group -wi-t·h subj.ects who did 

not complete the· study. The results indicated no 

significant difference of mean pretest scores· on the Strain 

Questionnaire between the two ·groups. 

Hypotheses Testing 

HyPothesis 1 .. The use of guided imagery for relaxation 

is more effective than progressive muscle relaxation in the 
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reduction of stresso Descriptive statist-ics related ·to 

pretest, posttest, and change scores on the Strain 

Questionnaire for the three study groups are listed in 

Table 4. 

Table 4 

Descriptive- Stati~tics 

Group Pretest Post test Change 

N MEAN SD MEAN. SD ·MEAN SD --- ---
P-MR 17 8·0 ... :9- 1B.'4- 72.9 - '7. 6 -a~. o 12.0-

GI 20 85.3 15 .. 6 71. T 10.7 ~13 .. 6 11.9 

Control 15, 8_0. 3 18. 4-· 90. 9·-. 18.4 10.6 8.9 

A repeated measures MANOVA was used to test the 

significance_ of the difference betw-een pretest and post test 

scores and to test for interaction between- groups. The 

results indicated that there was a -significant difference 

between pretest and posttest s~ores (F (596.16) = 9.53, 

p < .01) and that there was a significant interaction 

between the groups (F (2640.,14) = 21.09, p < .01) (see 

-Table 5) ·-

A Tukey HSD procedure was performed_to determine 

exactly where the s_igniflcant differ-~~ces were af-ter a 

s.lgnificant F ratio-was obtained-using th~, MAN.OVA. Analysis 
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Table· 5 

R~peated Measures Multivariat~ Analy~is· of·Variance 

Source·of Variation 

Pretest-Posttest 

Group, by-Training· 

{p < .01)· 

F 

9.527 

2f·. 096 

P Value 

.00 

indicated that the control .group (Group 3) giff-e_red .. 
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,. signif:i.can.tly from. the• two·_.tr·e-atment groups·:·( Groups .1. and:. 2J 
.. ·'. -.. '-. . . ' . 

( p < • 0.5). -· . T~e: tre-a~rnent- groups-, pipgr.~ssive mus.cle 
.. :'·. 

relaxation and. gu . .i4ed-.. ··iin~ge~y,. did- na.t differ ·significantl-'y 

from each other. Csee- Table 6 ) .. 

Table 6 

Tukey HSD Procedure 

Mean 

-13.6 Group 2 (GI) 

Group 1 (PMR) 

Group 3 (C) 

Group 1 

* 

Group 2 Group 3 

* 

*Denoted pairs of groups significantly different at the .05 

level. 
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The hypothesis tha·t guided imagery would be more· 

effective than progressive muscle relaxation in reducing 

stress was rejected. 

Hypothesis 2. There is a positi:\:'e correlation between 

frequency· of use;· o-t·· .progressive muscle re-laxation ·and stress. 

reduction. 

A- Pearson product. moment corre-lation was used to test .. 

for a relationship'b~tween ·frequency o-f use of progressive 

muscle relaxation and reduction in stress. The results 

indicated that there· was a significant. relationship for. the 

progressive muscle relaxatio'n group ( r = . 6293 ., p · < • 01). 
' ,.: 

The second· hypoth .. e-s.is that ~there· wo:ul~ ·-b.~·'. a positive 

re,lationship between f~~q3-1ency of use of .. ·,Progressi:ve. muscle. 

re .. laxation . and stres:? ·~r~duction was supported (.see Table 7) . 

· · Hy;eothesis· 3. ·Ther·e,- is· a positive co:r:relation between 

frequency 0f use of a guided ~magery_ relaxation technique 

and stress red~6tion~ 

A Pearson pr6d~bt moment correlation was used to test 

for a relationship between frequency of use of th~ guided 

imagery technique and reduction in st.ress. The results 

failed to establish a significant relationship between use 

of the technique and stress reduction with the guided 

imagery group. Th.e third hypothesis that there would· be a 

positive relationship between frequency of use of the guided· 

imagery technique and stress reduction was rejected (see 

Table 7). · 
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Table·? 

Pearson Product-Moment Correlations Between Frequency of Use 

of a Relaxation Technigue and Stress Reduction 

Frequency of Use~ 

by Technique 

Progressive Muscle Relaxation 

Guided Imagery 

* p < .01 

Change-·in Stress 

Scores 

-.6293 

-02823 

r 

(p = .003) 

(p = .114) 



CHAPTER 6 

Discus~ion, Conclusi6ns, Implicat~ons, 

Recommendations., and Summary· 

Discussion 

Met·hods of ·coping with stress; have ree:eived much-

a·t·t:enti.on in the literature. A technique· generally proposed 

within the framework of stress management as being effective 

in reducing stress is the relaXation-response. The benefits 

of the relaxation response are well documented in.the 

literature. R~search fails to reveal whether ·one particular 

technique is more effective in reducing stress than another. 

Much of the literature· lists rriul tiple rel·axati-on· techn~ques 

·without qualification ~f effectiveness or indications for 

use of a specific technique. This study sought to compare 

the effectiveness of two relaxation techniques, progressive 

muscle relaxation and guided imagery, on the reduction of 

·stress. ·This ~tud.:i also irlclu~:fed -·an. examination of the 

relationship betw~en frequency of use of a relaxation 

technique on st-ress r.eduCtion~ 

. The results ·of the present research -indic~t-ted· th'at 
-~· .. 

there .. was .-a ,-significant cfifference in: st,res~s reduction 

between the tr·e·atmeht ·groups· and the .dontrol· group. The 
• • ~- \~ ' 1 • •• ~ ' - - •• ·' - -

research failed to· indicate a significant difference between 

the two treatment groupse The hypothesis that guided; 

48 
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imagery would be more effective th~n progressive muscle 

relaxation in reducing stress was rejected. The research 

finding that regular use of a relaxation technique is 

effective in reducing stress is 'supported by the current 

literature' on s··tress intervention and management.. The. 

researcher, therefore, expected that there would be a 

significant reduction in st-ress-among the-treatment groups 

as compared with the control group. The results of this 

study thus indicate that the- use of ·either technique of 

relaxation are effective in reducirig stress. The use of a 

specific techniq~e could then be left to the individual 

pref:erence~: of· the .pt~actitioner or the· c-lient .. · Although not 

significant statistica-lly, it was noted. that th~re was an 

interaction between the·- two treatment groups-.. The mean 

change score· for the. guided imagery group being -·1-3. 6; the 

progres~ive muscle relaxation, -8.0. It is possible that a 

repeat study using a larger S'l,.lbject·population would yield a 

statistically significant interaction. 

The guided imagery script, written and developed by the 

researcher, had.not _been previously tested for. its 

effectiveness in reducing stress. The results of the-' study· 

validate ._the. script as bei'ng ··--~ffedti~e· when compared to a 

control group and as effective as progressive muscle 

relaxation in the reduction of stress. The script was 

writ.ten within the conceptual framework of an .fnteractional 
. . 

model of stress and coping. The focus o_f: the images used 
. . 

within. the. guided imagery. sqr'ipt .. was • on the . cognitive . 
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appraisal/reappraisal process, with the subsequent perceived 

increase in personal control and decrease in demand. It may 

also be useful to test the efficacy of this specific script 

as a treatment for enhancing perceived control or coping, or 

for reducing anxiety. 

The Strain Questionnaire has been shown to be a valid 

and reliable measure of- strain (stress).. This researcher 

considered the inclusion of physical, behavioral, and 

cognitive signs and symptoms of stress on the questionnaire 

to be a strength over other instruments available for the 

mea~ures of stress. ·Further studies need to be performed to 

te-st. the, effe.c.tive_ness· of. the· Strain Questionna.ir:e- against. 

other instruments- utilized in the measure of stress. 

Additional studies are also needed to demonstrate the. 

sens~tivity of the. Strain Questionnaire to reduction in 

strain (stress). 

Additional findings in the study suggest that there was 

a significant relationship between frequency of use of 

progressive muscle relaxation and stress reduction, but 

failed to establish a significant relationship between use 

and stress reduction with the guided imagery group. The 

second hypothesis that there would be a relationship ·between 

frequency of use of a relaxation technique and stress 

reduction was_supported for the progressive muscle 

relaxation technique and.stress reduction group. 

The ·researcher· expected-that there would be a 

relationship between frequency- of use of either treatment 
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and stress reduction. !t was not anticipated that the 

relationship would be significant for one treatment group 

and not for the other. The subject numbers of-the two 

treatment groups is relatively small (progressive muscle 

relaxa t·ion, ·n=l 7; guided imagery, n=2 0) . The larger· a. study: 

group, the less effect a few subject deviations will make on 

the.correlation·of the- relationship between th~ variables of 

study. A repeat study using larger s.ubject populations for

each group might yield more _significant results from·· which 

to draw implications. 

The limLtations- of thLs. ~tudy includ~~ 

1. The geneializability of the siudy's findings--are 

limited to the sample-of nurses taken from the study 

hospital.-

2. The use of volunteers for the study ~ay be. a 

limitation. It is possible that those subjects ·-.Vf-~6 
., 

volunteered were more stressed and feeling a high~r degree 

of discomf6rt.related to stres~ tha~ th~_general population 

of nurs.es. 

3. The small- subjec.t numbers for each _group is a 

limft.'ation of the study .. -~·A-lthough not si9nifi~ant> 

statistica~ly, th~re was an i-nte~raction between t·he -

treatment g~oup~.· .. · A la:tger number in each group may .have 

allowed-for a more powerful statistic analysis. 
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Implications 

The implications ·S\lggested. from.this study include the 

following: 

1.· The use of a relaxation technique is. effective in 

reducing· the.: physical, behavioral, and cognitive symptoms- of.· · 

stress. 

2-~- Ne-ithe-r- guided .. imag·ery nor progr.essive.: rnusc1e; 

relaxation .is more effective as a technique in reducing 

3. The.specific guided imagery script written for use 

with the .. s··t·udy is e-ffe·ctive in reducing· stress. 

Recomrrienda tions'· 

The· follow-ing reconunendations, based on the. findings of 

.. thi.s study, are suggested: 

1. A r.epea.t s,tudy using· a large·r sample size is 

needed. This may allow for detecting a significant 

difference between the effecti~eness of treatment groups. 

2. Given a sufficiently large sample size, it would be 

of interest to examine the effect of a s_pecific treatment on 

one-of the subscales (physical, behavioral, cognitive). 

-This would allow the researcher to analyze if one relaxation 

technique would be more effective: than .·ano.ther on a specific 

. set of symptoms . - ·- · 

3o Exploration of treat~nen:t effect on other vaiiables,. 

such· as the immune syst¢in.:, · percei v~d control,. depr.ession, 
" -, ... ' . 

and anxiety :may validate the -use of relaxat;icin ·_techniques in 

other areas of health promot1on., .. _ 



4. The effectiveness of the Strain Questionnaire 

should be tested against other tools utilized in the 

measures of ~tress. 

Swnmary 
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rn·essehce, the· literature indicates·that health 

professionals f~om all disciplines are beginning to utilize 

relaxation and imagery to help their-patients and clients 

more effectively help themselves. Throughout the sciences 

and humanities, a resurgent holistic view of man and life is 

emerging. In medicine and psychology, the separation of 

mind and body is beginning to merge into an interconnected 

concept of oneness. 
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· I"ledical College . of· Georg-ia 
School of Graduate Studies, Psych.-Mental Health N~rsing 
MCG Box 2486 
Augusta, Georgia 30912 

_Telephone: 721~4602 (MCG) 
737-1725 (Work) 
737-2731 (Home) 

Dear Colleague: . 

Please- permit me· to·. int·roduce myself .. · I'· am a Gr.ad'\J,ate:-. 
·Student in Nurs.ing at the Medical: .College·· of .. Georgia-. T am:_. 
writing to. you because I would like you.r assistance in my - ,_ . ·'-
res~ arch fo~ the.masters thesis. Having ~orked with nursing.· 
stress for the past nine months at University Hospital, ·I 
have come to understand how· important techniques of stress· 
management ·can be in -reducing the negative effects of 

· stress. My resea-rch thesis is entitled, ·"A Comparison of 
the Effects of Progressive .Muscle Relaxation and .A. Specific.· 
Guided. Imagery on Stres.s Reduction".. The population. for my· 
study will ·be. any R.N·. or. L.P:.N .. · currently : employ,ed, at 
University Hospital •. ·I would, t·herefore,. ·like· to· invite·· you· 
to volunteer to participate in my study and ·to let . you know. 

· · how much I would· appreciate your participation. First, let 
me tell you more about the study .. 

WHAT IS INVOLVED IF I DECIDE. TO PARTI.CI.PATE.? 

Should you volunteer to participate you would be asked 
to do the following things_ over a two week·period: 

1. Fill out an initial demographic data-questionnaire, 
and stress evaluation questionnaire.: · 

2. Attend a . 45 min1.:1-te .inti_oductory session- where y.ou 
would be taught a specific relaxation technique, depending 
on which group you are randomly ·assigned. ( Sho\lld you ·not 
be chosen for . participation during the -.randc)m.· sele'c::tion. 
process, arrangements will be made. to provide_ training 
sessions to all. volunteers _ .after :the· ·two· week- s·tudy . is 
complete.) -After·· the . comple-tion.· of ·the fir--st training 
session, you will J:)e giye~ a t~pe·- qf a specific -relaxation· 
technique for cqn.ti.nued ·home· 'use .. ~ ' ·· .. 

3 . Listen., ·to ·,the tape you -receive· dhce pe,r .-day and to 
document the riumber of times you. actually use·· the' tape on a 
flow sheet t·o be provided. - .. · ·· . . 

4. · Meet for a brief .fi-nal· ·s:essiori to fill out ··a. st·ress 
assessment questionnaire which·. ·take·s from 10-15 -minutes to 
fill out, at the conclusion of 'the.two weeks.. · 
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WHAT SPECIFTC RELAXATION· TE-CHNIQUES· WILL B~- TAUGHT? 

Volunteers will be randomly assigned to either a 
_ progressive - muscle relaxation group or a guided imagery 
relaxation group. Progressive .. muscle rela.Xation is a 
technique· that teaches the participant to relax the muscles
of the body; guided imagery is a rela~ation technique ·that 
involves using·the imagination-to think of a relaxed setting 
in order to elicit r.elaxation .•. 

WHAT WILL I GAIN FROM THIS EXPERIENCE SHOULD I CHOOSE TO 
-VOLUNTEER? 

You wil~ benefit from this. study in sev~ral ways~ You. 
will learn a technique that is_ c6nunonly sUggested for. the. 
reduction of stress and also thought to_ promote health and 
general _well-being. You will also receive a copy of a tape 
at the end of the ··study which has a copy -of both relaxation 
techniques~ one on· each side, for your future use. 

HOW WILL YOU PROTECT MY RIGHT T.O ·PRIVACY IN RELATION-TO THE 
_ QUESTIONN-AIEES: YOU- .WILL,- B-E_ 1(SKING'-ME T_(f F,l-LL OUT? 

... - ' . . ~ . . .: . 
J 

-All res-ponses .will b~ . st·~·ictly -anon~ous-. Vol,-unteers 
will be asked to select a, -c-ode_ number· of their· own choosing 
·which will be known only··- to, .. them- and not- to· the: investiga-
tor. _This code number .:w~ll be used in lieu of the person's 
name- on all collected ma-terial. 

WHAT IF· I ·DON',T LIKE THE TECHNIQUE ONCE. I t.EA:Rlf.IT OR EVEN 
AFTER I START. ::usiNG IT? .. 

You will be -free t~ ·wi thdlaw'' frorn _-the, ··study at ariy -time 
that you· decide to ·withdraw your partiq._-.l;pation . 

... ' . . ... 

WHAT WILL BE DONE WITH THE RESULTS? 

The resul t·s- will be statistically · analyzed. As the 
secret personal code will. be,· used by :the participant, _no one 

.will be identifiable by _name in the .analysi!? of. the data. 
The· results will then be- ·writt·en into the· thesis. 

SO, HOW DO I VOLUNTEER? 

It is easy. Sign the attached form and place it in the 
envelope provided· on your particular unit that ,is labeled, 
R~lax~tion Study. You will then receive· your group assign
ment~ a consent f6rm to sign, the in~tial d~m6graphic data 
questionnaire, and a schedule for the· ·introductory- session. 
Should you have any questions, please feel fre~ to call the 
inves-tigator, -Sharon Ann Cumbie at MCG ~ 721-4602 and leave 
a message. I shall greatly appreciate your partic_ipation in 
this- study. It should be· fun to do: and_ of benefit t'o each 
of_· you .. 
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YESg I WOULD LIKE TO VOLUNTEER·TO PARTICIPATE IN YOUR STUDY 
AND TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE USE OF RELAXATION TECHNIQUES FOR 
DECREASING THE EFFECTS OF STRESS. 

NAME ~----------------------------------------------------
UNIT ----------------~--------- RN. ----- -LPN ~------
USUAL SHIFT OR ROTATION- _____________ __:... _ ___;,_ ___________ _ 

YOU MAY· CONTACT- ME AT (.PHONE) 

*PLEASE PLACE THIS FORM· IN THE ENVELOPE IN YOUR WORK AREA 
LABELED "RELAXATION STUDY". 

· THANK YOU FOR VOLUNTEERING TO PARTICIPATE! ! ! 

''. ' ~ 
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INFORMED CONSENT-FOR· 

A Comparison of the Effects of 
Progressive-Muscle Relaxation and a 

Specific Guided Imagery on Stress ·Reduction 

Principal Investigator: Sharon Ann Cumbie, · R .. N. , B., s. No 
·M.S.N. Carididate, Medical College of Georgia 

INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE 

I have been invited. to participate in· a. study . which will 
compare· the effec.ts of·· a specific relaxation t·echnique, 
e:i the.r. p·r.og~.ressi ve·· muscle- relaxation or guided imagery. . I. 
have been asked to ·particip-ate because I am an R.N. or 
L. P .. N. employed . at. Urii ve:r: si ty Hospital and do not have a 
history of · s_evere depression, · psychosis, or. cardiac 
irregular-ities--conditions which. might place me at risk. 

I shall participate in a group of not more than 20 
people in an initial introductory session, and. then three 
tra~ning se~sions to occur over the course of three· weeks. 
I. shall return for, one final time for a 20- minute~ session. in 
which to· fill. out· a questionnaire~ ·To. protec·t- my anonymity 
and, at the same time, to permit a ·correlation of various. 
da tel:, I shall select and~· use· a:. code ... numbe_r known only to me. 
All .. data will :remain anonymous_. ·With ·the anonymity of my 
information· assured, I do he·r.eby certify I ·do not have· a 
history of severe depression, psychosis, or cardiac. 
irregularities,· and rio present· ·or future physical,. 
psychological, soc·ial, economic, legal or other risks. are 
anticipated. 

The following general principles apply to all participants 
in this study: 

1. I will participate of my own free will; 

2. while I may. not. benef.i t personally from participation 
in the study.,· knowledge may be gained that will. benefit 
others;- · 

3. I may w'ithdta~ .. -.from 'the.···sttl.dY :at·:·any_ time simply by 
notifyfng ·the· 'investiga-tor .. · 

DESCRIPTION OF .. STUDY PROTOCOL 

I will. be random-ly assig~ed. to either a progre .. ss~ye muscle 
relaxation group, a guided- imagery gro·up, . or:. waiting-list 
control · group. If assigned. to the· wai tihg--::1_ist control 
group, I · wilJ.· ·receive the training and q.ti.dio'. tape in two 
weeks, after;·C.oinpl,eting. the--- .stress,· guestionjiaire·. 
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I will pa-rticipate in a. group of not more· than 20 people- in 
an initial 45 minU:te introductory session. Tn two·weeks, I 
will return for a 10 minute session in which I will fill out 
a questionnaire. To protect my anonymity and, at the same 
time, to permit _a correlation_ of _various data, I shall 
select and use a code· number known- only to me. All data 
will remain anonymous. 

_I understand t:hat in the-· two week pe,r_iod I will be,- reqlies:ted 
to. do. the following: 

1.. Fill out initial demographic. data- and. stress .. evaluation 
questionnaire'-. 

2. Attend a 45 minute introductory session., 

3. Listen to the tape 'given- me during- the first session 
once per day. 

4. Document on provided flow· sheet the actual- number of 
times I do ·listen to the tape during the two week 

-·period. 

6·. After two week$-, me·e-t f·or _a brief final session to. fill 
out the stress- <nJ,estionnaire. 

POTENTIAL BENEFITS 

The benefits of relaxation techniques for the reduction of _ 
stress·- and promotion of- health are .. w.ell documented in the
literature. You will learn a technique of- relaxation that 
may enhance your daily process of c6ping ~ith stresso 

POTENTIAL RISKS 

The use of imagery is not recommended for- people who _ are 
pre-psychotic or psychotic, who suffer from organic brain 
syndrome, or who have difficulty iri concentrating. Caution 
is advised with the use of guided imagery in. persons- who 
have_ a history of severe depression, psychosis, or cardiac-
irregularities. 

BALANCE OF RISKS AND BENEFITS 

Though a few researchers address the risks that have been 
listed., these- risks are generallY- thought of as being_ mini
mal., The predominance of the literature ~upports.the use of 
relaxation techniques for the reduction ot stress and ·the 
promotion of health. ___ . 

CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION 

I will neither be· paid nor -Gha.t.ged anything for pqrticipa.
ting ,tn this project. -_ :pir-eGt benefits which I ·expec.t- to 

'~ ... 
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receive are - iecrr'riing -- a: .. technique-_ which~ 'r may use_ to assist 
me personally;_learning a technique of- stress redti:Ction; and 
rece-iving 'from the inves;tigator, after the conclusion of ·my 
participation in. the two week study, a copy of an audio 
cassette tape with the progressive muscle relaxation·script 

·on one side and th~ guided -imagery script on ·the other. 

I have.- be_en assured that confidentialitY: will. be. preserved 
· ·and that· my. name- will not· be revealed in ·any- reports· or 
publications resulting from this study. 

I understand., that. University· Ho.spiotal as-sumes- no obligation. 
to pay any money or provide free medical· dare in case this. 
project re-sults· -in any harm to me-. If· I decide not to. 
continue with this study, I may · revoke . my _consent ahd 

·withdraw at any time witho_ut penalty -or loss of care or 
other benefits to which I am otherwise entitled. 

With. the anonymity of my information assured,. I do hereby 
certify I do -not have a history of severe· depression, 
psychosis, or cardiac irregularities, and no present or 
future physi_cal, psychological, social, ·economic, legal or 
ot:he-r risks.· are- anticipated. 

I have read this· document and i-t has been explained' to me. 
I have had an opportunity_ to - ask questions · and they have 
been answered to my -satisfaction.. If I .. · have further: 
questions, I may-- call. Sharon Ann Cumbie at ( 404·) 737-27'31. or 
( 404) 737-1725. If r: have· question-s concerning the rights 
of·· research subjects, I can- contact Victor A. Moore,. M .. D-. , 
at-(404) 722~90lli ext. 2408. - · 

With this understariding, I hereby cons~rit ~o participate in 
this study. 

Subject's Signature 

Witness's Signature 

Principle Investigator's 
Signature 

Date 

Date 

Date 

... _ .. : 
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Demographic Data 

Please provide the foll9win~ _general information about 

yourself (write in or check). 

1. What· is your age··? 

2 .-_ Your sex? 

Male 

Female 

3. Your racial/ethnic group? 

·white ---
Black 

Asian 

Hispanic 

Other 

4. Your marital status? 

---

Never Married 

Married 

Divorced/Separated 

Widowed 

So What is the highest educational degree that you have 

obtained? 

Vocational (LPN) 

Associate De.gree 

Baccalaureate 

Masters 

Doctorate 
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" PROGRESSIVE MUSCLE RELAXATION- SCRIPT 

Assume a comfort.ab.1·e ."positi:on .· .. o _ •• ·l--egs .and feet 
uncrossed ..... -place your hands .on your lap ..... or at your 
sides ..... whatever ·is most comfortable · for · you ...... close 
your eyes ..... and · notice the; t as. you do .... o _.things begin to 
change_ immedia-tely ..... as . you ··c·lose your .. eyes., ... ., your body 
begins · to quiet ..... to ·-relax._·-.... to let . go ..... of tension 
and s_tres·s. . . . . .·· · · 

Now· begin ~o .. focus on y'our br~at:h.ill:<~;f.:. ~ .. breathe 
in ..... feeling .. - your;self. .- becoming mqre_·~, centered ..... breathe 
out ...... letting go·· of t.erfs'ion qnd · stress.·. ~ •. center:ing your · 
attention on the. process-' o.f· :your ·body beginning to 
relax ........ breathe ; in .. _ .. , ...... feeling re1axed· ...... -.breathe. 
out ...... l-etting go of tension ....... concentr-ating on the 
feeling of wa;rmth and comfort that comes with relaxation ...... . 

As you continue to be aware of your -br~athing ...... breathing 
deep .... and slowly .... experiencing increasing· relaxation •.... 
you will be guided through a process of progressive muscle 
r.elaxa tion ........ you wi 11 be asked· to tighten ........ then 
re-lax ..... s-pecific _musc-le groups ...... concentrating· your 

· awareness on the di-fference between the feeling of· fen-sian· 
and ..... relaxation ...... you will begin to .be aware. of the 
warmth and comfort you feel when letting· go. of the tension 
you are holding in ·your muscles· ..... . 

With· your e-yes--.. still clo-sed ..... starting with your feet and 
legs ..... tighten the muscles of lower leg- by flexing. your-
feet ..... bringing your·toes-up toward-your knees ..... feeli:qg 
the tension in your calves ..... hold that. t~nsion ..... take in 
a deep ·breath •.. ~~and aa you let it out .... ~gradually let go 
of the tens.ion you are holding in your legs and feet ..... 
letting go ..... returning ·to a relaxed position ..... concen
trating.y6ur awareness. on the warmth and comfort that c6mes 
with relaxation .... ~ 

Next ..... tighten the ·muscles of your thighs ..... holding them 
tigh_t ...... tighter ..... take in a deep ·breath .. : . . hold it ...... . 
feeling the ·te-nsion ..... and now preathe out ...... and _.as you 
do •.... let go of all the tension. you are holding in ·your· 
legs ...... letting go ..... concentrating your awareness of- the 
spread of wa-rmth ... : .. going up your legs ..... past your 
knees ..... a. comfor.t .. · ... as you_ begin to relax_ ........ tQ .let go 
of the tension you are ·holding in your muscles .... ., · 

. - . . - - . 

Next ..... _tighten the muscles in your ·buttocks·-. .- .. ~ tight ....... 
tighter .. · ..... take ~in a deep · breath ....•. a~d as you . let . it 
out ..... letting· go of the tensi-on you are holding in. your 
buttocks ..•.. .-letting. go ..... relaxing these muscles· ..... aware 
of the spread of warmth and comfort that comes with 
::re·laxa tion ....... , 
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Now ...... ti.ghten the muscles in your stomach· ...... holding them 
ti.ght like you would 'if you were about to experience a blow 
to the stomach ........ tighter .... ;· .. o take in _a deep 
breath ...... hold it .. -~ .. and as you let it out .... 0 let go of 
all the tension.you are ·holding in· your stomach ........ letting 
go ..... relaxing your stomach ...... concentrating on the spread 
of warmth up your legs ..... into your. body ..... as you begin 
to relax ..... to let go .... ~.of the tension you are holding in 
your· musc~~es ....... re·Taxi~g ....... le-tting go" .. o .. · 

Next .... ~·.-ma-ke. a:_ .fist . with ycnir hands~ : ... as tight as you 
c_an ....• concentra,te · on. that . tigptness ..... what. the tens:ion 
feels like ........ take,~. i:n :·.a.· breath ... ·~ .... and as you let. it. 
out ..... le-t go of the,. t·ens'ion you are holding. in your 
hands ..... opening yo.ur' hapds ..... relaxing ...... letting go ... . 
and.,. concentrating· your awareness on tne fee_;Ling of warmth 

:. and comfort that comes as . you relax ... ~ .letting go of all 
·the tension .. in your muscles ..... relaxin9 • .... 

Now ..... tense ·your ·upper ar~-; by .. brfnging the palms of your 
hands together ..... in·f~ont~ of your chest .... ~pressing your 
pa.lms together .. ··~ ~,tighter ..... tighter ...... feeling· the 
tension. in .. your upper arms ...... take in a. breath' ....... and: as. 
you let it out ..... let go of th~ tension you are holding~·~· 
relaxing your arms .... ~returning your ?trms to a· comfortable 
position ..... concentrating now on the flow.- of warmth ..... 
spreading up y6ur arms ..... past your elbows~ ...•. on up toward 
your· sh·oulde·rs ...... concentra.ting on the warmth ·and comfort 
that comes wi.th. re laxa'tion ..... 

Next ... \ .. bring your shoulders up ..... toward your ears ..... 
holding your shoulders tight .... ·· tighter ..... -take ·in a 
breath ..... and now a~ yo~ let ·it go .•... let ·go of .the 
tension you are holdirig ...•. allowing your shoulders to 
relax ....... returning to a comfortable ........ more relaxed 
position .. · ... concentrating only on the flow of warmth· and 
comfort as· your whole· body ..... all of your muscles ..... begin 
to relax ....... letting go ·of tension ....... let.ting go of 
stress ..... feeling relaxed~ .... 

Now ..... gently lean your heaa back so that· you. stretch the 
muscles in your neck .. • feel the tension in these muscles .... . 
take. in a breath .. · ... and . as- you begin. to let it aut ........ . 
slowly bring your head back to a comfortable· _position ... .,. 
feeling all the ten.sion in your rieck letting go .......... . 
relaxing ...... concentrating on· the warmth that comes with 
relaxation ..... Next ...... drop y.our . head·· down toward your 
sternum ..... your chest ...... feel the tension ..... the· tight-
ness ..... take in a breath ..... and as you ·let it out~ ..... 
return your head back to a comfortable position ....• :.letting 
go of all the te·nsion in your neck ..... feeling the warmth 
and flow of comfort . spreading throughout your body .. ., ... as 
you continue. to ~elax ...... 
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_ And last ..... make-' a funny face. o ••• like you have taken a 
bite into a very :Sour lemon ..... hold your · face tight ..... 
tighter .... ·.and now take. in a deep breath and as you let it 
out ..... let -go of the tension you are holding in the· -muscles 
of your face ..... relaxing your face ..... concen~rating now on 
the flow-of-warmth and comfort that you feel in_your body .. g 

flowing from your feet._ ..... up through your body on up .•.. -.to 
your he.ad ..... your face ...... down your. arms~- ... · ... -comfort ...•. 
re-laxa_tion ..... warmth ..... . 

Now take a deep.cleansihg breath ..... hold it.~ ... and as you 
le.t . it ou.t ..... _ .. cleanse yourself. of_ all-·_ remaining· tension ... & 

f:eeling. · comple-t'ely relaxed ..... all- _of- your·- body rela~ed-..... .;-. 
free of· tension ....... free of· stress ... -.. concent:rate on the 
feeling- of· comfort .•... the warmth ..... on the contrast 
between tension and rer'axation. ,· .... 

Gradually-:.r~turn.-your cbnscious-ries-~ to the here and now ..... 
aware of your surroundi~gs ... ~.and open your eyes when y6u 
are ready ..... feeling rel-a~ed ·and calm ..... free of tension 
and stress ..... relaxed~ ... _ .. yet full of -a renewed energy and 
cent·eredness. . -. -
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GUIDED IMAGERY SCRIPT 

The following script was written and developed by Sharon Ann 
Cumbie, Graduate Student at_the· Medical College of Georgia, 
based on a review of the literature pertairiing to the inter
actional model of stress and cognitive··_co"ping strategies.· 

Assume a comfo~table_ position .... legs ,and arms uncros~ed5.,.e 
place: your hands on your· lap ..... or: at-- y.our - s:ides .... whatever: 
is most -comfortable· for you ....... close· your ·eyes ..... take· in a 
breath .... and as you· let it· out.- ... notice th~t t~ings 
already begin to· change .... you begin to feel more 
r:eTaxed .... more comfor:tabl:e ..... calm· .... peaceful .........• : ... 

Now· begin to · f bells-- .. on· your: brea.thing .... breathe . in .......... . 
and. feel yourself becoming more centered .... breathe out ... ·-. 
letting go of tension~ ... str-ess .... letting go .... feeling 
mote .... and more relaxed .... breathe · in ...... experiencing your 
center .... that part of y.ou that gives you strength ....... ~.- .. 
breathe out .... letting go of all remaining tension .... feel-
ing the spread of warmth and comfort .... that comes with 
re-laxation ............ -..... -. 

. And: as. you c·ontinue· t·o · be aware·. of.:_· .your breathing .... brea-th
ing deep .... and ·slowly .... -experiencing . increasing relaxa-

--tion ..... allow your mind to concentiate- on any areas o£ 
tt_ghtness ..... of tension in your body .... imagine a warmth;_._ . .' 
like- that· of· the sun ..... reaching those . _places ......... giving 
you comfort ..... warmth ..... relaxation ..... letting go of all 
the·. tensi-on that remains in- your body .... notice .... that as. 
you begin to :ret· go of the· tension:~_.-~. th~t your body relaxes 
more ....... ~-and ' more ...... letting .. go .. -· .. '. •' relaxing .... f"ee ling. 
the spread of _warmth and comfort.~ ....... that comes with 
relaxation ..... . 

Now as you begin to fe.el_ .. more relaxed you may find thoughts 
entering into your consci6usness ... this is norm~l •.. as th~se . 

. _thoughts .enter .... gently let .go of the· thought.-.. concentrat
. ing on the·- .rnythm of your breathing .... ~ .. lett.ing· go of sounds 
you may_ he·ar. around you ..... only a war~ of· 'the process of your 
body becoming. more a:q.d.· mOre .. relaxed.~- .... t9-ke·: in a. deep breath 
and .... as you let it:: OUt._ .. ~cleanse ypu.tself ·Of . all remain-
ing tension .... str.es~ ~-' ... feeling completely relaxed ........ . 

Now ..... imagine that you are standing at the top. of a small 
escalator that is" moving· slowly down .... into a large .lighted· 
·room .... and as·· I count from five to· one .........•.. imagine 
yourself ... -.. stepping· onto the escalator ..... five ..... you step 
on the escalator .... holding on to the side. rails ..... it is 
moving slowly .... you .feel safe and secure .... four •.... you 
continue mov,i.ng down., ... down .... toward· the· light of this 

. large room .... three .... you feel safe .... and warm· .... and 
secure· ..... two~- .... you continue moving- . s_lowly .. · ...... almost 
there· .. o .• and o~e., ... you step- off· into the room .... it· is 
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bright with: a· p-leasant light- ... o.and· aS'· YOU walk through this. 
room.~ .. give it a color~ ............. ~ .. ~ .. 

Now .... at the other end of this room is a door .... and-as you 
walk toward that door .... imagine that ..... ~ behind that . ·door 
lies a problem .... a ·probl~m that causes· you. difficulty .. ; .. 
places demands on you .... now we are going to -walk · through 
that door .... and as you d.o .... give your problem a size .... 
it may be so. large that you. can hardly squeeze into the 
room ..... or it.. may b.e, much . smaller~ .... as' 'you f·a·ce. your 
problem ....... those daily hassles~ ..... or something more. 
specific.~ .. give your problem a ·shape~ ... a color ..... . 

. . 

And· now as you again focus: on your breath~ng~ ... notic~- that 
a:s you breathe in ..... you fee·l stronger:~-.~ .. and str·anger,~ .... 
and as you breathe out .... notice· how. your problem bec.omes 
smaller.· ... and ..... smaller .... ·.That's right .... breathe in .... 
feeling yourself. getting stronger .... rnore· cq.pable .... breath-
ing out .... noticing your problem· ge.tting smaller .... and .. 
smaller .... unti~ it is so small~·~··YOU can hold it in the 
palm of your hand ..... and taking it in your hand ...•. notice 
that· it has changed shape ..... and form ...... and it is ·now 
y6ur favorite color ..... 

Now there· i.s. a w.i·ndow in· this· room .. and. imagine yourself 
going, to the . window .... and holding up the problem ..... to the 
light coming. in. ":'• . that· it i.s clear ...... and;. you c~n .see 
through it .... and it i~ not so large.~ .. and ii.reflects the 
light like· a beautiful crystal ...... illuminating. the· whole· 
room your favorite color.~ .. and now .. ~.notice that there is 
another. door· in this- room. a:nd imagine yourse-lf ..... walking
through that door .... and walking to the ~ost 
beautiful .... peaceful place that ·. you. can imagine ..... a 
place .... that belongs only to you .... a special place .... and 
look around .... what do you see .... smell the . air ... -.~what 
fragrances do you sme·ll .... ·is the· sky cloudy -or 
clear .... notice any trees ......... or flowers .... see all the 
colors .... are there any sounds.... what do ·you hear .... are 
there any living · cre·a~tures nearby. . • see it .•... touch 
it .. ~.using ·all your senses .... exper;i.ence . your. speci~l 
place .... • knowing· that you may return to yo:ur place .... at any 
time .... merely~ by c::lo.sing yo:ur .. :' eyes.'·:.~-.. taking in a deep 
br.eath .... and visua~iz~ng ·your· . specia:t place· .. ·· .... you can 
return .... just by 'Closf~g your eye~ .. ~ . taking: in a deep 
breath and feeling:calin .... pea.ce •... and relaxation ·you; feel 
right· now ... ~ .. and "'·now .before· we: ·return to the here: and· 
now ..... take · -·a deep breath .. ~-.hold· -~ it .... now let·· it 
out .... feeling strong and capable. o• ~-.alive ..... happy. ~ ~ . and 
as I count from one· to five. you··will· ·return to tbe here and 
now ..... one .... becoming aware of··· the sounds around ' you ... 
two .... feeling strength. in your arms. and legs.·. •:. three. ~ .. 
four .... feeling alert ... , .. ~.with re:q.ewed e~ergy .... Jive .... open 
your eyes when you are' ·ready~· .. ·.feeling ·'great· .. ~ .· .·. · .. . 
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FLOW SHEET FOR. RELAXATION TECHNIQUE· 

Enter a check mark for each time you listen to the tape on 

each day of the study. . (You may also make any c:omments you 

wish.) Thank you!! 

.·DATE 

I 

l 
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Please read the following list and circle the letter that most closely corresponds to how 
often in the past week you have experienced or felt each of the items listed. 

A Not at all B 1 or 2 days C =. 3 or 4 days 0 = 5 or 6 days E = Everyday 

1. backaches 29. spent more ·time· atone A· B C D E 

2. muscle soreness A B C D E 30. irritab·i l ity A B C 0 E 

3. numbness· or tingling in ·body A B C D E 31. inlJulsivcbchavior A B C 0 E 

4~ heaviness in arms ·O~ legs~ A B C D E 32. easily startled A B C 0 E. 

5. weakness in body parts A B C D E 33. stuttering/other speech 

6. tense muscles A B C D E dysfluencies A B C D E 

7. pain 1n neck 'A B C D E 34. i nsorrni a A B C 0 E 

8. nausea or upset stomach A B C D E 35. inability to sit still A· B C D E 

9. diarrhea or indigestion A B C D t 36. smoking A B C D E 

10. tight stom~ch A B C D E 37. use of recreational drugs A B C D E 

11. loss of or excessive appetite A B C D E 38. use of prescription drugs A B C D E 

12. pain in heart or chest A~ B · C D E 39. use of _alcohol A· B C D E 

13. shortnes·; of breath A B C D E 40. accident proneness A 8 C D E 

1~. f~intness, dizziness A 8 C D E 41. believe the world is 

15~ r~cing heart A 8 C D E against you A B C D E 

16. light headedness A B C D E 42. feeling out of control A B C D E 

17. heaac:.che:; A 8 C D E 43. urge to cry or run 

15. hot or cold spells A B C D E away and hide A U C D E 

19. lump in throat A 8 C D E 44. fe~ling of unreality A 8 C D E 

20. dryness of throat and mouth A 8 C D E 45. feeling that you ar·e no good A B C D E 

21. teeth grinding A B C D E 46. inability to concentrate A B C D E 

22. trembli~g or nervc~s tics 47. !'liqhtmi:\r~s A 8 C 0 E 

23. sweating A B C D E 48. think things can't get 

24. sweaty hands A !3 C D E any worse A B C D E 

25. itching A B. C D E 

26. cold or warm hands A B C D E 

27. frequent need to urinate A B C D E 

28. pr~·menstrual tension or 

. misseJ cycles A B C D E 

RCopyright ~ 1985 by R. Craig Lefebvre. 
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-~M· c·G-. c-.- . 
'U . . . . . ·_ 

June 2.9·, 1-988 

Sharon Ann Cumbie, R~Ne, .B.SoN. 
School of Granuate Studies 
Department of Psychiatric/ 
MentaL Health N~rsing 
Medical Col1ege·- of;_ G.e.org ia ·' · 
Campus 

Med1cal College of Goorgm 
· . Augusta, Georgia 30912-4810 . 

Humnn Assurance Committe£! 
· Institutional Review Board 

AA-130. 
(404). 721-2592' 

RE: .. PROJECT ·TITLE· _:A COMPARISON OF·-·. THE EFFECT OF- PROGRESSIVE 
MUSCLE RELAXATION AND A SPECIFI-C GUIDED IMAGERY ON STRESS 
REDUCTION 

FILE NO. 88-6-249 
EXPEDITED_. APPROVAL .. ~--_ JUNE_· :29 ,_· 1988 

Dear Ms. Cumbie: 

The Huma·n Assurance CommitteEf. has reviewed- and· approved the 
above:· 'referenced project -by _.expedited procedur._e in accordance 
with the DHHS-policy·and·t .. he institutiona.l::. assurance on· file 
with the- DHHS. . 

• , PHD. . 
Chairman 
HUMAN ASSURANCE COMMITTEE 

jms 

:·.·· ,•., .. 
I ·' . . . . : . . ! . ~ : ·, . , ~ ! • ... • • I I ' I 
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- :.z.· :r. . University Hospital 
1\11 1\IIJiuJit· nil 1nin·rsit~·llt·ultlr . 

April 28,_ 1988 

Human Assurance Committee· 
Medjcal College: of Georgia~ 
Augusta,_ Georgia 30912"' 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

This letter is a document to support Sharon Cumbie's request 
to work with-nursing personnel at University_ Hospital if the 
InsLitutional Revie-w Board of University HOspital· approves her 
research req\lest., 

I- appreciate Sharon's enthusiasm and look for~ard to her contintie~ 
contr1butions._ to nurs:ing .. 

yn owcutt,. R.N-., M.S.N. 
Assistant Administrator 
Division of ·Nursing Services 

MB:jp 

J:·, .. ( • \\ . ~ I• ". \ •, • ·, 

:·\ l.i ~ .. 1! ~- I 0" ( ..... L : ... .i: It I i ''. :::I~~:. 
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November 1, 1·9 8 8 · 

Victor A. Moore, M.D. 
Chairman · 
Institutional. Review Board 

. Un1 versity Hos.pi tal.· 
Augus·ta., Georgia·_ 30912 · 

Dear Dr. Moore: 

92 

Tha_nk you for :·-reviewing my proposal and· assisting me in 
it·s prepara-tlon t-hrough your conunents and sug.gestions·. 
I would like·· to request ail ·expedited review of my 
research proposal, · "A Comparis.on of · the Eff.ect of 
Progressive Muscle ··Relaxation ·.and a· Specific Guided 
Imagery on~ Stress Reduction." ·This·· study poses mini
mal risk to the participant and may,· there.fore, qualify 
for· an expedited . review .. · 

I< appr:eciat.e -y.our ·suggestion to. have the control- gro~p 
listen to a tape. of comparable length which . is. not 
designed primarily ·for stres.s reduction. The diffi
culty with implementing this· into the study design .is 
that the· very_ process· of jus.t· sitting quiet-ly for· 15 
minutes twice a day ~ay reduce stress. · 

In the futureJ I would like to compare specific stress 
r·eduction tec1l.niques with. nonspecific.· activities such 
as listening to- ·m·u~ic or an environmental_ tape or just . 
sitting. quietly. It may be that a r·egular· period of 
quiet time for .~ersonal reflec~ion.would be ~eneficial 
for stress reduction·. For ·the pu~pose of this ·-·compara-· 
tive st~dy, I_do not want the c6ntrol group to receive 
·any regular treatment which may affect· their stress 
levels. 

I look··-. forward:· ··to. :per.forming·-.:~_iny, ~ re.search study at. · 
Uni ver'siiy. Hos.pi tai. ·: . Thank'·· you, a·gain I for your input~ 

Sincerely, 

Sh~·rqn Ann Cwnbie, ·. R. N ~-~ · B.s. N. 
M~·s.N. candidate 
Medical(·Col-lege of Georgia 
Augusta"·, Geqrgia. · · · .-. ·. · 

SAC/ctp 



~ UniversityHospital 
An Affiliate of University Health 

November 7, 1988 

Re: Project Title 

Dear·Ms. Cumbie: 

A Comparison of the·Effects of Progre~sive 
Muscle ·Relaxation arid a Specific. Guided 

· Imagery on Stress Reduction 
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I have reviewed your above-referenced· _projec·t in light of your· request to submit 
this-p.roject for expedited review due to the time constraints of data collection. 
I have noted that this project involves. minimal subject risk, is entirely. 
voluntary and assures confidentiality, and also that you have obtained the. 
necessa~y administrative approval. The~efore, in my capacity as Chairman of the 
Oniversity Hospital Institutional Review Boardi -and in accbrd with DHHS 
regulations· and the assurances on file with the DHHS·, ["·grant this·.· project· full 
appioval through the mechanism of expedit~d review. This information will be, 
p.resented to the· ft,1ll IRB: a-t its ·monthly meeting of November 17, 1988 ~ 

Monitoring the project and reporting project progress to -the study sponsor and 
this IRB are the two major.responsibilities that you have as an investigator. 
This project must be resubmitted. annually for IRB continuing review. A 
continuation application will be sent ·to you one month prio_r to the approval 
expiration· date. This application will indicate ·reapproval criteria .and 
resubmission deadlines . 

• Sincerely, 

Victor A. Moore, M.D. 
Chairman 
University Hospital Instit~tional Review. Board 

VAM: ch. 

1350 Walton Way 
· Atigusta, G~()rgia 30910-3599 

4041722;9oi 1 '·- · · 




